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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Man is the most radiosensitive component in manned spacecraft
systems. The necessity of providing radiation protection for
personnel in space vehicles imposes restrictions on vehicle
design, on mission planning, and especially on payload capability.
Previous studies have shown that high thrust escape trajectories
through the trapped radiation belts impose modest shielding
requirements. However, solar flares may present severe hazards
to manned space flights.
It is difficult to assess the flare hazard because of limited data on
flux densities and frequency of occurrence. Moreover, it is
unlikely that sufficient data will become available in the next few
years to permit reliable statistical analyses to be made.
Therefore, it seems advisable to investigate the causes and
mechanisms of flare production in the hope that understanding of the
process will lead to estimates of flare frequency and uppEr limits
on particle fluxes. A discussion of flares is inclituFa in this
report.
Space radiations incident on material shields produce secondary
radiations which may rivai or exceed the dose due to primary
radiations. A discussion of nuclear interactions is included in
this report together with a data compilation which may serve as
an introduction to phenomena in the high energy range.
Methods of calculating radiation transport through shields,
including secondaries, are discussed and the results of some
sample calculations are presented.
The authors wish to acknow'edge the assistance of R. G. Allen,
W. B. Ritchie, and K. M. Simpson. The authors are also indebted
to C. C. Douglass for programming the radiation transport codes.
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2.0 RIGIDITY THEORY AND SPECTRUM PHYSICS
[1
i
2.1 ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECT ON SPACE PADIATION
In considering the charged particles that cause a radiation problem
in space, the study of such charged particles in an electromagnetic
field is most essential. The protons and electrons trapped in the
earth's magnetic field and the charged particles from a solar flare
both suffer unusual motion due strictly-to magnetic fields. It is,
therefore, necessary to have some knowledge of the equations of
motion of charged particles in an electromagnetic field as well as
the vernacular associated with this knowledge.
Of special interest is the time of flight from the sun to the earth of
energetic particles. In Figure 2-1 the minimum time of flight of
protons front the sun to the earth versus energy is given. This
plot is derived from the equation
d(T + m c2)
t =
	 r--4 0	 2	 2-1
c T + 2Tm c0
where d is the distance to the sun, T is the kinetic energy, mo is
the rest mass of the particle, and c is the velocity of light.
The next quantity of interest to space radiation is called the
magnetic rigidity, One explanation of magnetic rigidity starts
#	 with the equation for the Lorentz force:
i
	
	
F=q{ E+c(vxB)}	 2-2
which is the force on a charge q, with direction and velocity v
moving in an electric field E and a magnetic field B The rigidity
was originally designed to describe the mo t ion of a charged
particle in the magnetic field only, so that the term qE in
Fuqation 2-2 is zero. Furthermore, v Is taken perpendicular to
B so that Equation 2-2 reduces to
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where v and B are the scalar values of v and B The centrifugal
force and the Lorentz force are equal and opposite for the charged
particle q in a magnetic field, see Figure 2-2, where t is the
trajectory;
FIGURE 2-2 CHARGED PARTICLE IN A MAGNETIC FIELD
thus,
mv2 =
 (C)
q (vB)	 2-4p 
where p is the radius of curvature. Equation 2-4 reduces to
my
 = c Bp	 2-5
where m is the relativistic mass. Since m y is the relativistic
momentum, this may be written as
pc = qBp	 2-6
where p is momentum.
The charge q for atomic particles is given by q = Ze, so that
pc = ZeBp
	
_
2-7
Sh,Ce the velocities involved approach those of the speed of light,
relativistic conditions 'prevail. 	 Hence,
2
m c
°--E	 T + Eo 2-8
2
In c
T =^^ ^. - moc2 ; 2-9
m v
o _
P=7	
'
—	 1 - 
!^2	
, 2-10
where F = total energy;
T = kinetic energy; l
)	 = xn c2 = l eot energy; : 3
0	 0
^- v/c.
Equation 2-8 can be written as
2 2 2;^—
24	 moveE ::	 c	 + 2-11/no 	 2
or simply from Equation 2-10
=, V/2E
	
p c2
 +m 2 c4 2-12
From 2-8 and 2-12, one has
2	 /2 2 	 2 4
T + m0t- = 'Vp c + M  c 2-13	 ,
Which, on Gquaring and-solving yields
p	 40
Equation 2-7 may be written as
R 	 P = Ze ,	 2-15	 z
where the quantity R is called magnetic rigidity and is related to
the radius of curvature of the trajectory of ( Ze) in a field B.
The relativistic equation for R is found by combining Equations
2-14 and 2-15 to give
T2.+ 2T m C2	
-
R = BP W 	 2-16Ze
If T and 1noc are in ergs and Ze ii-, qsu, then R will be in
gauss-ems.	 If T and m0c2 are in ri;.^vv and Ze in number of electron
charges, then R will be in Mv; (million volts).	 For a positive
charge, the trajectory is turned in the direction of the vector
v x B; for a negative charge, the trajectory is turned in the direc-
tion of B xv.	 Solving Equation 2-16 for T gives
T =	 (R Ze)2 + m°2c4 -m c2 	 2-170
Equation 2-17 is quite useful and values have been tabulated in
UCRL 2426 where graphs of H P vs T are given. (There HP is
t rigidity ineasured in gauss-inches.) A plot of rigidity in M y vs
kinetic energy in Mev is given in Figure 2-3.
2.2	 CONVFRSION CODE
The Lockheed Source Speclruni Converter (LSSC) is written in
FORTRAN to facilitate preparation of proton input spectra in a
format suitable for the Lockheed Proton Penetration Code (LPPC).
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iSpace ra&ation fluxes reported in the literature are presented ir a
r variety of ways and it is often difficult to reduce them to a common
form suitable for comparison and calculation.
	 ISSC is intended to
eliminate the laborious fiand calculations involved in reducing a
l given spectrum to a differential energy spectrum. 	 Its principal
feature is a systematic (not necessarily accurate) method of dif-
ferentiating tabulated integral spectra.
	
In practice, LSSC has
been found satisfactory for converting trapped and solar flare
spectra in^the energy range of interest for spat-- shielding, p-o-
vided that some caution is used in the preparation of input data.
At present, L&SC may be used to convert five types of proton
spectral data to the differential energy form.
	 These types are
listed below:
Option 1 - Integral rigidity spectrum
Optic, 2 - Integrai Energy spectrum
Option 3 - Differential rigidity spectrum
Option 4 - Intl gral rigidity power law spectrum
Option 5 - Integral energy power law spectrum
Option 1:
In this option, a table of rigidity values :j— A their ^orresponding
integral rigidity fluxes are read into she computer. The rigidities
are converted to energies by means of Equation 2-18.
t	 E = V(Re)2 + 9382 - 938	 2-18
I
where E represents kinetic energy in Mev, R represents rigidity
in Mv, and a represents proton charge (=L).
The data are now effe^;.,vely a table of integral energy fluxes
versus energy and are treated as such by switching control to
Option 2. The comments under Option 2 relating to optimum
f
	
	 chcico of input data values, to ensure stability, apply to this option
also.
Option 2:
The code reads energy valr*.s and the corresponding integral
energy fluxes. LSSC newt r;;Pds two cards containing nine quanti-
ties which define the output energibs for the differential energy
flux. Tira nine quantities are named EMA.X, EMIN, EBL EB2,
DEL1, DEU, D_EL3, and DE14. The output energy values are
computed in the following way. EMIN is the lowest energy. Suc-
ceeding energies are obtained by adding DELI until Et31 is reached
or passed. Then DE .L2 is added until EB2 is reached :,r passed.
This procedure is folled until EMAX is leach-i or 250 energy
points are computed. Thus, the energy mesh for the output points
is divided into four or fewer ranges with constant intervals within
ea range. This method of defining output e*iergy points is used
in Option 1, 2, 4 and 5 since these options all proceed through
Option 2=
The integral energy spectrum is assumed to be represented by an
analytic power function in the interval E; to Ei + 1:
F(E) _ C El - D E <E _< E,	 2-19i	 i + i
By definition
d F(E) = -t(E)
	
2-20
Differentiating 2-20 one obtains the diffPrcnt •:al energy spectrum,
f(E) = CE -D	2-21
From Equation 2-H-
C - (D - 1) EI D2•-22
.Ain expressior► for D is obtained by evaluating Equation 2-19 at the
end points.
In I F(E )/F (E.	 )D= 1-	 i	 i+ 1	 2-23In f E./^ .
t i i+ 1
i^)
7Substituting Equations 2-22 and 2-23 in Equation 2-21, the
differential energy spectrum is:
 
E) . In F(E i)/F(Ei+l)f(E) =	 , E. _< E <_ E	 2-24E	 In E i/E i+l	 i+1
Equation 2-24 is evaluated numerically; F(E) is obtained by
polynomial interpolation in the log of E and F(E) table. Special
provisions are made at those energy points where the size of the
energy interval changes.
Option 2 occasionally produces small osc illations in the output
spectrum but is more satisfactory than a numerical or graphical
differentiation scheme. This is especially true when crude graphs
of integral fluxes are to be analyzed. ti Option 1 or 2 is used, it
is suggested that the values of F(E) be replotted and a smooth
curve drawn. Then 5 to 15 (maximum of 50) points may be read
off the graph. The replotted data are not more accurate than the
original, but fluctuations caused by errors in reading coarse inter-
val graphs are minimized.
The derivative is very sensitive to random fluctuations. For this
reason, points should be selected so that differences :tietween suc-
cessive flux and energy values are large, compared to the graph
reading error. All runs should be examined to determine that the
solution is satisfactory.
Option 3:
The spectrum converter Lode reads a table of differential rigidity
flux versus rigidity. Rigidity is transformed to ener ov according
to Equation 2-18. The integral flux is transformed as:
f(E) = F(R) RL 
R 
9382	 2-25
In this option only, the output energy points correspond to the
input rigidity points, one to one.
{
t	 lr
Option 4:
The integral rigidity flux according to a power lav- is given in
Equation 2-26.
F(R) = AR B	 2-26
The code reads A, B, and a table of rigidities. The flux at each
rigidity is computed using Equation 2-26. The rigidities are con-
verted to energies using Equation 2-18. Control is then transferred
to Option 2.
Option 5:
The integral energy flux according to a pow-r law is given in
Equation 2-27.
F(E) = AE -B	2-27
The code reads A, B, and a table of energies. The flux at each
energy is computed using Equation 2-27. Control is then trans-
ferred to Option 2
A FORTRAN listing of LSSC is given in Appendix M. TRINTF is
a Loc"ecd trapezoidal integration subroutine_ Other subroutines
may be obtained through AMR&
2.3 TRt.PPING THEORY
Charged particles entering the magnetic field of the earth from
outer space undergo a curvature of their ti°ajectery. Since rigidity
is related to curvature, it is possible to calculate the energy of a
particle if i;s rigidity can be measured. One of the properties of
the earth's field is that the closer an energetic particle approaches
to the geomagnetic equator, the greater the rigidity required for
the particle to penetrate the earth's magnetic yield. As a particle
appx oaches the geomagnetic pole this rigidity value decreases until
at the pole the necessary value is zero. Furthermore, since an
increase in altitude also decreases the rigidity requirement, it is
possible to obtain a more complete rigidity spectrum through the
use of ba'_loon or rocket flights. It is common to give spectra in
12
terms of integral rigidity since it is relatively easy to measure
particles with a rigidity in excess of a certain value. For example,
all the particles arriving at a certain global point will have a
rigidity in excess of a certain given value which is determined by
their global position.
The object of this section is to give a heuristic explanation of the
effects of a planetary magnetic field on charged particles. For
individuals who wish to prctie deeper and obtain a mathematical
model, references a re given in Section 2.6.
In the cases of the sun and the earth, charged particles spiral
along magnetic lines connected to the respective astronomical
body. The manner in which these lines occur is quite different in
the case of the sun (see Section 2.4) from that of the earth. The
magnetic lines around the earth are due to its rnagrietic dipole and
are, to a first order approximation, relatively stable in time.
This is not the case for some of the solar lines. They form with
a flare and in time increase in size while becoming weaker, per-
haps even breaking loose, from the sun.
Because it is considerably easier to describe the case of the earth
first and there extend this case to that of the sun (see Section 2. 4),
a hypothetical model from which both could be developed will not
be used.
From elementary electromagnetic theory, consider the case of a
charged particle traversing a uniform parallel magnetic field.
According to the Lorentz force which is given by Equation 2-3, the
particle will suffer a transverse force. There are two perturba-
tions that will result in a distortion of the purely circular motion
which would exist if the field were perfectly straight and parallel.
These perturbations produce a drift of the particle.
If a mag°net-ic field is as shown in Figure 2-4 and a charged particle
traverses the field at right angles, then its path is curved as
stated previously. If the field is not uniform, but decreases in
strength as shoNrm in Figure 2-5, the particle wiil describe a
trajectory with ever increasing radius of curvature. If the particle
1
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FIGURE 2-4 CHARGED PARTICLE IN A UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD
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FIGURE 2-5 CHARGED PARTICLE IN A NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD
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path turns past the normal to the field grad4-nt, the particle will
again enter the denser part of the field, shortening its radius of
curvature. The result is a drift of the particle normal to both the
field (B) and the quantity VLB as shown in Figure 2-6 and
Figure 2-7, where ®1B is the component of the gradient of B
which is perpendicular to B. A second drift results from conver-
gence of the field lines as shown in Figure 2-8.
Ol B
i
FIGURE 2-6 CHARGED PARTICLE DRIFT NORM.-AL TO
MAGNETIC FIELD & FIELD GRADIENT
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FiGb-RE 2-7 CHARGED PARTICLE DRIFT NORMAL TO
MAGNETIC FIELD AND FIELD GRADIENT
Consider a charged particle following the path P. It the particle
is proceeding in the + Z direction, as it cuts tine converging lines
I3, it develops a -Z cor►ponent as shown by f1Z. This tends to
decrease its + Z velocity, finally reversing Vie particle at the
mirror plane M-M'. The axis of the motion is called the guiding
center as shown in Figure 2-8.
Since the earth itself is one of the best models available, its
magnetic dipole solenoidal field will be discussed first. The dipole
field is shown in Figure 2-9. For those who will wish to delve
further into the theory, she starting point will be the vector poten-
tial for a magnetle dipole,
e.
A - 1L  Q(1/r)	 2-28
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FIGURE 2-8 MIRROR REFLECTION OF CHARGED PARTICLE
IN CON7ERGENT MAGNETIC FIELD
Here ft is magnetic dipole moment and is given numerically by
1'1= 8.091 x 1025 ergs/gauss
The vector basis for the derivation is given earth g magnetic
coordinates(y , X, r) by the unit vectors (et , e^ , er).
Maxwell's equa tions then give for the magnetic field strength:
= - vx A = ^ 3I r(cos ^)e^ - (2 sin a)er ]	 2-29
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ZFIGURE 2-9 DIPOLE SOLENOIDAL '" IELD
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0
{ The details of the vector potential and the derivation of the field
strength is given in the works of Fermi( Fl). The details of the
curl formula, application and reduction, have been oassed over,
but can readily be found`Slj.
Because the earth field line density varies with distance from the
dipole and also since the field lines are curved, the particle
18
	= rl	 spirals about the guiding center line which follows the field lines.
Furthermore, the drift velocity is a function of position with
respect to the equatorial plane. The guiding center-drift velocity -
Is greatest-at the equatorial plane, and as the particle moves
toward a pole, this drift velocity decreases until finally the particle
`
	
	 reyersea its drift direction at a point called a mirror paint as shown
in Figure 2-10. It then travels through the flux tube to a conjugate
mix r r point near the ether pole.
Z
f" Mirror Paint
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FIGURE 2-10 CHARGED PARTICLE TRAPPED IN A FLUX TUBE
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The superposition of the drift along the guiding center with that
due to change in magnetic line density, with change in distance
f_-om the center of the earth, gives a compound drift to terrestrially
trapped radiation a6 shown in Figure 2-11. in this figure, the
guiding center on the dipole shell is shown for trapped part^.cles.
The net result is a drift to the east for electrons and a .rift to the
west for prt)tons.
FIGURE 2 -11 THE GUIDING CENTER ORBIT
This radiation has been spoken of as trapped. It is now apparent
why. Once the particle is injected into a tube to spiral, it is very
difficult for the particle to escape, the motion being such as to
confine the particle to a flux tube as shown in Figure 2-12.
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FIGURE -12 MERIDIAN PU%NE PROJECTION OF THE
MOTION OF A. CW*.RGED PARTICLE
TRAPPED IN A FLU TUBE
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Next. consider a particle in space traveling as shown in Figure
2-13. Because of the magnetic field the particle will be subjected
to a transverse force.
FIGURE 2-13 CHARGED PAFMC? E MOTION W-
A DWI.E FIELD
For a particle coming from ou'---r space in the dire^tion P1 in
Figure 2--13 the transverse z'orce will be such as to bend the
particle ix; path G and send the particle back out of the terrestial
I	 22	 :
i
f
system. If the particle is already trapped in the earth's magnetic
system, such as P2, the magnetic field may force Labe particie to
keep eirel- ag the earth as in path E. Titus the motion is confined
to a certain volt:.:^.:; surrounding the earth as shown in Figure 2-12.
;ue density of particles with respect to position about the earth is
oeyond the scope of this document but attention is called to t'Ao
references (Al, Ll)which describe such details.
2.4 SOLAR FLARE PHYSICS
The exact cause of solar flares is not known, but there is a good
deal that can be said about them and certain conclusions that can
ire 7,,4erred. The outer surface of the sun is a fluid, and its sur-
face suf rs from unequal rotation wren the sun rotates. It is
natural to L -Rume thait. different surface layers rotate differently,
bat xt may be difficult to rationalize that different zones rotate.
differently. nevertheless, the equatorial zones rotate with a
period of about 25 days while polar zones rotate. with a period of
about 34 days.
The sun, !like the earth, possesses a magnetic dipole, but because
the sun's surface fluids are highly ionized, there are additional
magnetic effects not noticeable on earth.. It would be beyond the
scope of this report to give the details of these effects, but a
quaiitat;ve description is quite apropos.
Although the cause of solar flares is not firmly established, the
work of Babcock(Bl) gives a plausible model. One of the assump-
tions of this model concerns the particular geometry of the solar
dipole field. Normally it would be taken for granted that the tines
of force would be buried deep within the sun curving monotonically
toward and then away from the dipole axis as shown in Figure 2-14.
The model used by Babcock assumes that the lines band toward the
surface and thus lie in surface layers, called isotachical layers.
This is shown in Figure 2-14. It is these surface lines that «ill
be involved it the follov ing.
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FIGURE 2-14 TEMPORAL DISTORTION OF THE SUB
-SURFACE SOLAR
MAGNETIC FIELD LINES
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The vertical profile of the magnetic field at the equator, according
to the Babcock model, is shown in Figure 2-15. In Figure 2-15(a),
the lines are shown when no shear exists. In Figure 2-15(b),
vertical shear in combination with the equatorial azimuthal effects
described above cause a field increasing in depth.
'^:{.^-:-+:i:.::{-hv?i..'^:^. _;:i;.::J': 	 +:i4:L:i:.Li:.^{_:!.. _:-.;:.ii ii':\ 	 ::-.\-':':?v::_"ice\4:+i•:
h 't
(a) Early in Flare Cycle
(b) Late ial Flare Cycle
FIGURE 2-15 VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR FIELD LINES
The field lines in the vicinity of the central meridian, i, e. , along
the line (y , y) in Figure 2-14(f), tend to b p longitudina) and i- -)t
comparatively dense. In certain zones off the central meridian
where the field is mainly azimuthal, i.e. , in the vicinity of the
line (a, a) or ( 'B, f3), the lines are at maximum density relative
to the rest of the solar field. The difference in field strengths cf
these zones causes trem?ndous vertical and horizontal magnetic
stresses,
i	 25
Since charged particles possess a magnetic field there is a tendency
to reduce the strength of the field into which they move. In ; igure
2-16, the particles are located along line (H, H) and Lite field is
parallel. In Figure 2-16, some of the particles have moved to
line (J, J) reducing that field, and consequently the lines have
become bulged.
As the stress of the magnetic field beneath the surface becomes
larger, the cha p, d particles start a migration to the surface
forcing the lines outward as in Figure 2-17. The results are
shown as they would appear on the surface of the sun. This pro-
cass continues until there is a considerable bulge as shown in
Figure 2-17. This bulge has acquired the name "bottle".
As this bottle gr ows in size there is a tendency for particles to
pour Cirough ti:° orifice "A" in Figure 2-18. At the same time,
the lines resist being bulged. Thus, they become bubble shaped on
the solar surface. At this point a final effect begins to take place.
The solax Coriolis force comes into play and the bottle begins to
twist as shown in Figure 2-19. This twisting effect may pinch off
the bottie and free it from the solar surface.
The bottle is quite similar to a field caused by a dipole; this is
Shown in Figure 2-20. if the lines at P were directed toward A they
would close as though a dipole were located at D. If particles of
the proper energy were enclosed in the bottle, a situation similar
to terrestrial trapped radiation would result. These particles
would then spiral along a flux tube as shown in Figure 2-21.
Since the bottle is caused by particles traveling, outward in space,
it is not fixed in size but grows with time. Furthermore, depending
upon the influx of particles, the bottle may grow with or without
weakening.
It can be shown analytically that the energy of the particles trapped
in a given flux tube is confined in energy spread. If the particles
are too energetic, the field will not be strong enough to contain
them and they will escape. On the other hand, if the particles are
not energetic enough, they will be confined to one of the central
tubes.
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FIGURE 2-1 "0 UNDISTORTED SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
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FIGURE 2-17 VERTICAL DISTORTION OF SOLAR
MAGNETIC FIELD PRIOR TO FLARE
FIGURE 2-? 8 SOLAR lViGNE -IfIr, £ RTES ASSOCIATED WITH A FLARE
FIGURE 2-19 CORIOLUS EFFECT ON SOLAR MAGNETIC LINES
ASSOCIATED WITH A FLARE
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FIGURE 2-2o SOLAR MAGNETIC. BOTTLE
FICUftE 2-21 CHARGED PARTICLE MOTION IN SOLAR MAGNETIC BOTTLE
j._ If the particles pouring through the bottle orifice are slightly more
energetic than necessary to be contained in the bottle, and if they
are copious-.enou, they will carry-the bottle along- with them,
The bottle in this case wil l actually gro,. while maintaining its
strength. If the supply of particles is not replenished, however,
and if: there is an outward diffusion of them,- then the bottle will
grow, but will become weaker, and will finally be dissipated in
space. At this time, the orifice will close and the solar surfaoe
will return to normal..
One of the unanswered questions concerns the rate at which
particles pour . through -the orifice. Additionally, the change in
spectrum shape, as a-function' of time, of the particles pouring
through the orifice is not known.
Since optical observation is usually` L2 first indication of a solar
flare on the.sun's surface and the size of the flare can be
measured by this technique, this method is the predominant means
^.If classifying, a solar flare. An accepted unit oi measur =ement is
the "class". The various classes, as fractions of the solar disk,
are given in Table 2-1. In determining the siza by area measure-
_	 ment of the photograph, care must be taken to correct for the
'	 foreshortening. Figure 2-22 gives the correction for this. TheE
actual peculiarities of the optical properties of a flare are giute
t
	
	 complex and the existence of -0ther characteristics does not presup-
pose the existence of an optical characteristic.
The optical characteristics include not only the size of the flare,
gut its brightness, which is usually indicated by a + or - sign. A
large bright flare being, say, a 3+. There are measurements of
temperature and shape of the flare, location with . respect to the
solar equator, and occasionally, magnetic measurements ma rle at
the time of the optical observation. normally the temperature of
the corona over the region of a flare is of the order of 2 x 10 6 OK,
but during the flare this may increase to 4 x 10 6 oK(pl). The
speed of the expanding coronal wave is closely finked with this
temperature and is, in itself, a significant characteristic. This
coronal wave is much slower moving than other burst irradiations
and is the cause of the solar wind geomagnetic storm.
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(Method used by Clfma x. Haaali, Lockheed and Sacramento peak as of October 1, 1950)
t
?. f
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r, y 'RE 2 . 22 F,.Af,.E AREA AND IMPORTANCE
* hour after onset
1 . 5 FLARES OF PARTICULAR INTEREST
A few of the more important flares are separately considered and
will be discussed. In Figure 2-M the differential energy spectra,
f normalized to 1 h. a. o. *, Is given for six flares. The normaliza-
tion to 1 h. a. o. is obtained by multiplying the spectra at T h. a. o.
by T2; thus, f(E_, t = 1) = T2 f(E, t = T). In the following figures,
spectra for other times alter onset are given.
f
	
	 The primary purpose of the accomp.,vying brief descriptions is to
farafiar:se those new to the field with the literature and more
1 comm ii spectral characteristics. Accompanying each flare
de scription there is a bibliography for that flare. Some references
are repea'ed from flare to flare but this is necessary in order that
each flare description be self-contained.
Table 2­2 gives information on each of the flares that should be
useful to the user. They are ;riven in a composite table for com-
-)arison purposes.
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E23 February 1956
The most famous flare from the standpoint of having a large high
energy particle flux is that of 23 February 1956 (Figure 2-24,
Table 2-3). This flare contained more high energy particles than
any other tabulated flare. The low energy section was not as
copious as some later flares, and the exact reason for this is not
known at this time. The dose inside tLe shield calculated for this
flare showed that for thin shields (< 20 gms/cm2) thie flare was
not as significant as some others. However, for exceedingly thick
shields (> 200 gnus/cm2) this flare would generate many secondaries
and the dose ratio would rise considerably is comparison to other
flares at this shield thickness.
Historically this flare is unique in that it is the first flare for
whieh a large amount of data was compiled. The most interesting
artielE written on this flare in that of Meter, Parket, and Simpson
(Reference 5). At the time this article was written there had
been no satellites in orbit and information was obtained from bal-
loon flights and ground measurements only. Not only are the data
presented in useful form, but these data formed the basis for the
first flare model suitable for space shielding investigations.
The artiole considers the followin ;:
1. Droton spectrum.
2. Neutron spectrum (resulting from proton
bombardmant of the earth's atmosphere).
3. Time decay of the flare.
4. Solar flare model.
5. The solar magnetic: field holding the protons
in a slowly expanding solar magnetic bottle.
E (mev)
FIGURE 2-24 SOLAR PROTON DIFFEFXNTIAL ENERGY SPECTM1.4,
!	 23 FEBRUARY 1956. 1 HAO
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Solar Flare of 10 May 1959
This was one of the largest flares ever reported. It began with
extreme intensity bursts of solar radio noise. Solar particles
were observed at the earth within 5 hours of the optical beginning
and exhibited their maximum effect 
-
approximately 12 hours after
onset.
This flare for the first time provided good exposures to nuclear
emulsions carried aloft by five balloons released 30 hours after
onset. The measuredparticles were almost entirely protons. A
flux of 103 protons/cm2-sec above 110 Mev and an integral spec-
trum of N(E)dE = KE-4.3 dE between 110-220 Mev was observed.
Based on different time exposures the decay of proton intensity
may be construed to follow a t -2 decay rate. Figure 2-25 is a plot
of the solar protcn differential energy spectrum for this event for
data measured 33 hours after onset. This spectrum is normalized
to 1 hour after onset bv multiplying the original data by (33) 2 , and
the result is presented in Figure 2-23. This spectrum exhibits a
large differential energy Flux in the range from 10-20 Mev, but
there is a rapid decrease at higher energies, following an E-7
distribution for energies above 300 Mev. See Table 2-4 for
references.
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FIGURE 2-25 SOLAR PROTON DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRUM,
10 MAY 1959, 33.0 HAO
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The Flare Group of July 1959
-The great flare tha.Eoccu**^ed-on 14TJu1,y 195	 (F3gvre	 -^6,' T	 le .	-
2-5) was one of three that occurred on 10; 14, and 16 July 1959.
Al of the flares -were of iri, ortatice` 3+( ?,	 This creates an-
_ extremely .lzardous situation to spaceflight. as the possibility of
x two such flares so close together had been considered remote.-
This situation was to repeat itself in November 3960.
The secon3`flav of these-three ww- the-most severe and is the flare
most widely I reported.	 The it July 1959, flare was variously
reported as 3 and 3+:. Br awn _and D'-Arcy(5), Ehn ert( 6), and
4	 _ Obayashi and =F.a..kura(a) consider t as ,-a_-3+ flare; but War-:•`ck and
Hourwitip) consider it only Yas­ - _ 341-r	 "are.
A comprehenaivel article on this group of flares is that of Winkler,
}:Blayson, 2nd PetersonfJVh^le u4 suectra are iaeII s.; plot,
general descrip°ions and the a.-ponential faii =.f the spe:.tra are well
_y depicted.
- Despte the reports that the 16 -July '1959-flare was not as significant
as=the other two, the article by Winkler; et al, states that the
rigidity spectrum extends to :about 1-Bv. 	 This article;:also gives- a
qualification on the low-energy content in stating that-the low.energy
' group content was not greater than observed in other events of the
July series,r
The 14 July flare was the greatest of the three and - there is an
-iminicatio_n that the flare contained two `maximL'. 7).	 one occurred
at 0349 U. T. and the other at 0527 U. T. 	 The nature of this flare
was such that it had a copious content of law energy particles.
Furthermore, the high energy content was exceeded only by the
23 .February 1956 flare.
A description of tiie magnetic storm and other details can be
found in the Winkler article(7).
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FIGURE 2-26 SOLAR PROTON DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRUM,
14 JULY 1959, 31.5 HAO
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3 September 1960
- 
—flare that occurred 3 September iya^ lvivgmue 2-27, Table 2-6)
was not in the same nategory as the other flares considered in this
report. It was deemed important, however, . to examine at least
one well. documented small flare. It is conceivable ;hai the rela-
tively large number of small flares that occur is e,zough to wa~rant
their examination.
By 1960 in was apparent that better monitoring of solar flares was
required and consequently a 24-boor-a-day standby for observation
of, sviar conditions was ins-tituied b, NASA at Fort Churchill. As
soon as various stations around tie world notified Fort Churchill,
sounding rockets wei,e sent aloft for measurement of solar partielo
beams. As a result of this vigil two rockets were launched to
observe this particular flare. The flare commenced at 0040 LT : T.
on 3 September IrsO and rockets ?NASA 1019 and 1020 were Bent
aloft at 1408 and 1?3.^, v. T. , resper±i rmly, the same date.
Many previous flares had beer, observed but not with the sane
ineight as was possible in this case. The flare was preceded by
flares of smaller importance, and the interplanetary spatial effects
of these eariief flares upon the particles of this fare were quite
evident. The ea_riier flares definitely ca-a ed electromagnetic
distrubances in the earth's magnetic field which caused sours
noticeable effect on the less energetic particles of Vie 3 Sentembe-
1960 flare. Yet the high energy particles of the 3 September 1960
flare easily spiraled through the solar clouds from tha preceding
flares. These observations, more than an evaluation of the spectra,
were the important aspects of this particular flare.
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November 1950 Flare Group
The flare group of Ncvember 1960 was more intense than the July 1959
1959 flare group, although the 14 July 1959 flare was greater than
any one of the November 1960 flares. As with the 3 September 1960
flare, the Churchill group again sent aloft sounding rockets.
The two main flares, as in the case of the September 1960 flares.
were affected by both the particles and the magnetic fields of the
earlier flares(10). The 12 November 1960 flare (Figure 2-28,
Table 2-7) had an onset time of 1316 U. T. and a NASA sounding
rocket was launched at 1840 U. T. This was Rocket NASA 1024 and
contained emulsions that were recovered. There were three
rockets sent aloft, NASA 1024, NASA 1015 (launched at 2332, 12
November 1960) and NASA 1016 (launched at 1603, 13 November
1960).
The details of the results of these rocket shots have -been presented
in a NASA report by Ogilvie, Bryant, and Davis( 7) which details
also the type of detector and the rocket trajectory specifications.
The change of spectrum with time is very well tabulated and the
radiation was observed with emulsions, Geiger counters and
scintillation counters.
The 15 November flare (Figure 2-29, Table 2-8) had an onset
time of 0207 U. T. Three balloon flights were made during this
event. The first flight was made 9 hours after onset of the flare
and before the disturbance of the earth's geomagnetic cutoffs.
The second flight was made 19 1/2 hours after onset of the flare
and showed the'absence of geomagnetic cutoffs as particles with
low energies were detected. The third flight was made 38 hours
after onset of the flare and at this time the earth's geomagnetic
cutoffs were in effect again as the solar proton intensity was only
a few times higher than normal cosmic-ray background.
McCracken( 8) states that the protons exhibited anisotropy during
the first 45 minutes of measurement by neutron riometers and by
90 minutes the protons had become isotropic.
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	 3.0 NUCLEAR DATA COMPILATION
3. 1 INTRODUCTION
Conventional shielding analyses he.-. .e general l y dealt with
noncharged particles with energies below 14 Mev, and as a res0t,
the shield investigator became versed in the physical phenoms:--_
perti-nEnt to this energy range.	 The advent of the manned space-
craft nrog;am has stimulated interest, in a field of high energy
physics which has heretofore been primarily the province of the
-' physicist.	 The accompanying data are intended to serve as an
introduction to the types of phenomena pertinent to these new
shielding problems.	 This is not intended to be a complete guide to
all the work in a field which has been quite a-tive for a reriod well
in excess of a decade.	 Excellent topical reviews appear frorr
time to time, and the literature search in this compilation has
-- asually terminated with the most rcc pnt review of k_'equate scope
-4 without necessarily checking original sources. 	 In other instances,
lata have been accumulated only to the point of demorstratiag
order-of -TM?gnitude. or *xends of variation.	 If the be..- estimates
of quamties are desired, tine original sources should be consulted.
I* is hope'. however that the references com..'ned in these articles
y will issist the resear^':er mat , _ T ally in this search for primary
data.
A number of books a_nc --onographc are available in the field of
1 high energy physics. 	 Tb_,:. range in complexity front the two-vole e
k
"Mesons and Field' by SuhwE. ^r, Bethe, any. de Hoffmann( S3), * to
a simple monograph such as "High Energy Physics" by Lork(LO).
The latter is recommended as an introduction both to experimental
and theoretical techni tl- : 1GD a.ii..d tc the results obmined.
3.2 ELEMENTARY PART.CLES
As the energy ?n.ge of interest is increaseci, the number of
rJamenta=y particles involved in particle collisions also increases.
* References are listed at end of section.
4
'Z
2{
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The accompanying table of elementary particle., (Table 3-1) gives
some of the known elementary particles, their rest massss in
Mev derived from the relation E = mc 2, their me-n lures, and a
set of quantum numbers which characterize the particle further.
The quantum numbers are defined as folio -is:
Spin:	 Spin is the intrinsic angular momentum
of a. particle measured in units of
-ft = L2 -T = 6. 582 x 10-, 5 ev- sec.
isotopic Spin:
	 (T, T Z) Isotopic spin is a quantum
number related tc the charge of the
particles. R also is given the name
"isobaric spin" and "isospin" in the
literature. Like angular momentum, it
has integral of half-Integrai values for
the total quantum number (T), and also
for its components along an axis a
hypothetical sTacc ('rZ). However,
is-.ALupic spin is noc a true intrinsic
anguiar momentum.
Parity:	 The parity of a system is determined by
whether 'tae wave functioa describing the
system does or does not change sign
upon an inversion of the space coordi-
nates. It is + for no change and - for
a change. The intrinsic parity of a
particle is determined by the effect of
its absorption upon the parity of a sy3-
tem containing the particle.
Strangeness (S): The "strangeness" is related to the
charge center of a particle mult-iplet as
explained below.
In addition to the quantum numbers, typical decay products are
given.
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The "elementarv" particles, as shown in Table 3-1, are grouped
in foi classes: photons, leptons, mesons, and barvons(Gl)(Ol)
The class of photons contains only one member, the photon, which
is cr:upled to all other pal ,icles through the electromagnetic field.
The second class, the leptons, are fermions possessing rto strong
couplings (fermions are those narticies with half integral spin).
The third class, mesons, are unsable, spir..ess particles which
have strong coupling. The fourth Mass, the baryons, are
fermions whi.;h possess strong couplings and are conserved. The
respective antiparticles of these elementary part ;.cles ire. believed
to have the same properties, except tha sign of the following should
be reversed: the charge, the magnetic moment, the Z-component
of isotopic spir. (' L), the strangeness value (S), and the baryon
numh­,.-:,
 (N). The charge is related to T Z , S, ar_-1 N by the
following equation (° 1).
Q = T Z + + S	 3-1
Isotopic spin (or isobaric spin, as some tail it) is associated with
the ;barge of a particle and not with any real intrinsic spin(G2)(J1)(S3),
The foll ?wing conservation laws apparently ha? I for all elementary
particle interactions:
L Conservation of charge
2, Conservation of mass-energy
3. Conservation of momentum (linear & angular)
4. Conserv? ti on of baryons
Conservation of leptons
E. Con?ervaton of "strangeness"*
* May no g be conserved in weak interactions
7. Conservation of parigr*
"Strangeness" can be partly described by considering the nucleons
(i. e, the protons and thq neutrons) as the basic particles
(historically) in the baryon group and the pions (7r - mesons) as
the basic particles in the meson group. The neutron and the proton
constitute a doublet with charges 0 and 1 respectively and with
"charge center" at 1/2. Bence, any particle multiplet in the
baryon group (except antiparticles) with a "charge center" not at
the "expected" 1/2 value is natrange". The strangeness number
is t%vice the value of the shift from the expected value. For
example, the neutral lambda part'cle has charge center of 0; the
shift is -1/2 from the expected, this the strangeness value is -1.
Further, the (Xi) doublet, ; ^°, ^J-), has the charge center
-1/2 and is shiftca -1 from the expected value. Thus it has a
strangeness value of --2. Similarly, in the meson group, the
charge center for the triplet (7r'-, 7r°; and 7r + ) is at 0; however,
the charge center for the (KO , K+ ) doublet is at +1/2; hence a
strangeness value of +1. As stated above, the strangeness value
for the antiparticle is the same as that for the particle except for
a charge in sign.
In Table 3-1, the KO
 meson is indicate d as being in one of two
different sEatez. Each of these states has a different mean life-
time and a different decay mode. K, ° decays into two pions and
conserves parity; K2 0 decays into three pions and does not conserve
parity.
The approximate thresholds for some partic'e interactions are
given in Tab'e 3-2. The charge is to be supplied and no coraerva-
tion law must: be violated in these strong interactions. N indicates
nucleon and the bar indicates the antiparticle.
* May not be conserved is weak interactions.
TABLE 3-2
REACTION THRESHOLDS (a)
Reaction Threshold (Bev)
Q +K 0.76
L +K 0.90
N, K+K 1.36
5 + K + K 2.22
N + A + K 1.56
N+ Z + K 1.76
N+N-+
N+N+K+K 2.49
N+,J+K+K 3.75
Due to conser^;ation of strangeness, strange particles are produced
more than one at a time in nucleon-nucleon or pion-nucleon reac-
tions. The production of antibaryons from nucleon-nucleon
interactions require~ very energetic particles. For example, the
threshold for the reaction P + P — p + P + 2P is 5.4 Bev. This
is the minimum threshold energy for ant baryon production in
nucleon-nucleon interactions.
3.3 NUCLEAR REACTION MODELS
Within their limits of validity, theoretical nuclear reaction models
have proved to be useful in explaining systematic variations in
experimental data. As a consequence, the models provide excel-
lent guides for making the interpolations and extrapolations so
necessary for practical penetration calculations. In some instances,
r
sufficient exnerimentai Oita are lacking and calculations from
modfAs are used almost exclusively. A discussion of the pertinent
nuclear models, with references, follows:
Free Particle Model
According to a model first proposed by Serber (S4), when the
bombarding enemy is sufficiently high, the motion of the incident
nucleon within the target nucleus can be treated classically as a
series of successive two-bode collisions between the incident
nucleon and the individual nucleons of the target nuc'; us. The Pauli
principle is accounted for by requiring a momentum transfer greater
than t1he Fermi momentum of the nucleus considered statisticaliy as
an assembly of ind., pe> 'ent particles. The effect of this is to
reduce the effective nucLon-nucleon cross section within the
nucleus. A recent paper by Winsaer.g and Clemenisf 5 ) gives the
effective nucleon-ru cleon cross sections in terms of the Gold"erger
factor (1 - KEf/Ei), where Ef is the Fermi energy, E i is the
effective bombarding energy within the nucleus, and K is the para-
meter calculated by using the differential nucleon-nucleon cross
sections tc obt :in momentum transfers. A plot of K as a function
of Ei taken f om their paper is given in Figure 3-1. The Fermi
energy, of a neutron or a proton, i.,: given by the expression+RO)
	
Ei	 9( n)	 -h2 (Ni)A
 2/3 
	
3-2
	
f t)	 22/ 3 Mr  
o
where ro is related to the nuclear radius, R, by R = roA l/3 and
Ni
 is the number of neutrons or p: ,otons within the nucleus. The
Fermi energy is approximately 30 Mev for values of r, CY 1.3 x 10"13^m.
Due to the forward bias of elastic scattering at high energies, the
Effect of the Pauli principle is important at quite high bombarding
energies. Earlier work i1sed -,,factor K = 7/5 which was derived
by Goldberger(G4) by assuming that the nucleon-nucleon scattering
is isotropic in the cerO ,:r-oi-mass system.
A fw.damenial asscmpt on of the Serber model is that A /2 n ,
where A is ',he m'cleon wave length, wal be much smaller than
the average nucleon-nucleon spacing, approximately 3 x 10 -13 cm.
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A• plot of	 we s_ 	? e^	 funi-tion of E'-nergv is given in
Figure 3-2. r :he target nucleons are to be considered as free
particies, then wave lengths in the center -of-mass system, which
are also shown in Figure 3-2, should be used. It is clear that at
energies above i00 Mew, the Serber model is valid. At lower
energies, however, we may expect some discrepancies between
theory and experiment.
This model was used by Goldberger(C4) and by Metropolis(M7),
et al, to calculate the energy spectra and angular distribution of
secordaiy particles produced by direct interactions.
Optic?! Models
The optical models have been very fruitful in "explaining" the data
at almost all bombarding energies. A compreiiensive review
auricle by Feshbach(F3) give-, the theoretical basis of the model,
approximations used to obtain solutions to the problem, and a col-
lection of model parameters obtained by empir_-al fits of the data
at energies up to 300 Mev. In thi'i model, the various many -brzly
reactions_ake replaced by a potential, V, between the incident
parties and the -ncleus.
The energy ,spread of the beam is assumed to be much larger than
the spacing between levels in the nucleus so that only average effects
of energy levals of the system will be seen. Even though this
hypothesis is not fulfilled for the very light elements, differential
elastic cross sections have been fitted remarkably well even for
14 Mev neutrons on beryllium.
A semi-classical calculation by Fernbach, Serber, and Taylor(Fl)
gives results suitable for sufficiently high incident energies. Here
i is assumed that the neutron wave length is small compared to
internucleon spacing and that scattering has a strong forward bias.
The nucleus is described in terms of the nuclear radius R, an
absorption constant K, and the in-cement in the wave number inside
the nucleus k1 . Calculated are the absorption cross section ;a-a,
the total cross section or t and the differential elastic cross section
do'/dSl .
For a simple square well, if IUt > 1, do-/o' Sl is very similar to
the diffraction scattering from a cylinder (or black disc), namely
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where J1 is a first ::r 3er Besse! function, R' = R + 1/k = R + 'A.
1/k =, and k' is the bombarding particle's wave number after
collision.
A t3
 ical result is shown in Figure 3-3 which shows the experimental
data on se-. aral elements at 82 Mev co2npared with the abc re equa-
tion.
Thc, appUcab:lity of diffraction scattering is so general that a plot
Of LI-Jl (x)!xj 2 is presented in Figure 3-4. T}.,e angle, at which
do*/dR
 is lialf mpAmum to the exter. that 9 - sin 0, is given
by
9_ f2 
= kst = 1.7 !X 
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A plot of 91 /2 as a function of bombarding energy is given in
Figure 3-5 for severs( nuclides of interest. It has been assumed
that
R = r A1/ s	 3-50
wU ro = 1.28 x 10 -13 cm.
Tne )arge forward bias at high energies is apparent. Experimental
deviations from this model are usually attributed to a diffuse
nuclear boz;ndary a,d to transparency effects.
The parameters K and k1
 can be expressed in terms of the average
nucleon-nucleon cross section &, the nucleon-nucleon forward
scattering amplitude f(0), anal the mean nuclear potsntia'..
K =A a/(4/3) 7r p` 3	 --6
k1 = 2 ?r p -( lie f(0) = V/hc	 3-7
where p is the nuclear density and V the mean nuclear potential.
The average cross section for bombarding particles of type i is
given by
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where N i = number of nucleons of type i. (neutron or proton) in the
nucleus, a'ii is the effective proton-proton (neutron-neutron)
crass section and ai • is the neutron-proton (proton-neutron)
cross section. The adsorption crass section for a uniform density
of nucleons is gives, by
`r
Cr = 7R2 I - fl - 2KR)e-
2KR
	
3-3ja	 ^ -
	
^K..R^
A phenomenological model developed from the "cloudy crystal bali"
of Weisskopf, et al. , (:V4) has been quite successful in ::xplaining
the data for neutron or proton bombarding energies. The nuclear
interaction is represented by a potential of the form
V = -Vc pc(r) + i Wcgc(ri
1
2	 1 d pso wso dgso
'_+ 7 Vso r dr t i r dr J	 L	 3-10
where X-Ir is the Compton wave length of the pi meson
(1. 4 x 10-13 cm), Vxx and Wxx are constants depending on bom-
barding energy, p and q are functions of r to exprass the effec ts
ofadiffuse nuclear surface, v is the particle spin vector, and L
is the orbital angular momentum vector.
A table of the vexious functions p and q used in the literature is
given in the article by Feshbach(F3). Bjorklund and Fernback(B11;
obtain excellent fits to all the data up to several hundred Mev with
PC	 pso _ qso	
3-11
and
1	 -13
P (r) _ ^1 + exp (r - R)/^^	 a = 0.65 x 10	 cm 3-12C.
	
q(r) = exp[ (r - R)2/b91;
 b = 0.98 .x 10-13 cm	 3-13
;l
^,,	 f Jn
R = roA 1/c ; ro = 1.25 x 10 -13 cm	 3-14
These mode.a are ased for calcul?ting
vt
 = total cross section
a- c 
= 0-a 
+ ?fl' the cross section for compound nucleus formation
d cr
S J,d 3j- = shape-elastic differential cross section
Here o fl
 is the "fluctuation" cross section; it is associated with
compound elastic scattering at low bombarding energies and is
negligible at higher energies.
This mode! should be used if accurate cross sections are desired
at energies up to, say; 80 Mev. Beyster(B10) gives tables
enabling cross section calculatioii for neutrons on 26 elements fog
bombarding energies up to 18 Mev. Potential parameters are
given by Bjorklund ar_d Fernback( B12) and by Feshbach(F3) for
energies up to 300 Mev for protons and neutrons.
3. 4 NUCLEON-NLCLEON CROSS SECTIONS
Basic nucleon-nucleon cross sections are inipertant because
hydrogen and hydrogen-bearing plastics ai-e likely materials for
space radiation shieldinb. Furthermore, it is indicated in
Section 3.3 that non-eiastic cross sections for nucleons on com-
plex nuclei may be calculated from nucleon-nucleon cross sections.
The data presented here are largely from the review by Hess(114)
supplemented by references to the more recent literature. These
cross sections are plotted in Figures " -6 and 3-7.
The only reaction of significance below the threshold for meson
production at 290 Mev is elastic scattering. Single meson produc-
tion predominates for bombarding energies below 1 Bev. At
higher bombarding energies, multiple meson production and the
production of other particles becomes possible. The threshold
energy's for these reactions are given in Section 3.2.
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The proton-proton cross sections are easiest to measure. Beams
of precisely known energy may be extracted from an accelerator
to bombard liquid hydrogen. Total cross sections have been
measured at bombarding energies up to almost 30 Bev.
Disregarding Coulomb effects, the neutron- neutron cross section
is assumed in current theories to be equal to the proton-proton
cross section. r?,) evidence to the contrary has been found.
Angular distributions have been . i cured both for elastic and
inelastic events. The reivew by Hes,s (H4) gi ,es the differential
elastic proton-proton cross sections at several bombarding
energies up *o 4400 Mev. Neutron-neutron scattering has been
measured a`. 300 and 590 Mev and is similar to proton- proton
scattering. The p-p scattering becomes peaked in the forward
direction in the neighborhood of 20 Mev, largely due to Coulomb
and Coulomb-nuclear effects; the scattering becomes more peaked
in the forward direction as bombarding erargy is increased,
particularly at bombarding energies above 500 Mev. The neutron-
proton and proton-neutron cross sections (which are the same)
are soinewhat more difficult tc measure. High energy beams of
neurons well defined in energy are difficult to obtain. Energy
spreads of the order of 20% (full 'width at half maximum) are not
unc:,mmon. The proton-neutron cross section may be measured
by the difference between proton-deuteron and proton-proton
cross sections. There is a large correction for screening by the
"spectator" particle in the deuteron with a resultant uncertainty in
cross section. The correction becomes smaller as bombarding
energies are increased. In Figure 3-7, separate curves are
drawn for the p-n cross sections measured by the difference
method and for the n-p cross sections measured directly. Angular
distributions for elastic scattering are also given by Hess(H4).
They are apr ,
 oximacely symmetrical about 90 0 in the center-of-
mass system and are almost flat below 40 Mev; the "dip" at 900
increases rapidly with bombarding energy above 50 Mev.
,r
3. 5 NUCLEON-NUCLEUS CROSS SECTIONS
3. 5. 1 Total Cross Sections
The total nucleon-nucleus cross sections are measured in a
"good geometry" attenuation experiment. In practice, transmis-
sions must be corrected for elastic scattering into the finite solid
angle subtended by t: c detector. Coulomb effects for high energy
protons (Energy > 2 Bev) or for high Z materials make these
corrections large. As a consecitan — , *_^,- Yai !go on cross sections
have been measured at the higher bombarding energies only for
low Z materials. The experimental techniques for total cross
section ,measurement is simple in principle, and data exist for a
large number of bombarding energies and target nuclei.
Representative data are given in Table 3-3. Plots of cross section
as a function of bombarding energy for several elements are given
in Figure 3-8 and a , a function of mass number of target nuclei for
several bombarding energies in Figure 3-9. From the table, it is
evident that neutron and proton cross sections are approximately
the same. No distint:tion of bombarding particles is made in
Figure 3-8. The incr"ase in cross section at bombarding energies
above 300 Mev is often attributed to meson threshold effects, but
no such rise i., observed in non-elastic crass sections, as viill be
shown later. From Figure 3-9, a smooth dependence on mass
number is observed for bombarding energies above 95 Mev. The
structure in the curves at lower energies is due to "giant resonance"
effects described by the optical model with a diffuse surface
described in Section 3. 3.
Total cross sections as such are not used directly in penetration
calculations of high energy protons. However, the elastic scat-
tering cross sections are obtained rom the difference between
total and non-elastic cross sections.
3. 5.2 Differential Elastic Scattering Cross Sections
The general character.stics of elastic sca.tterin;:; of nucleons by
iuclei is discussed in Section 3. 3. Tii that section, typica: exneri-
. aenta.l data are also presented. ReferenCE-3 of pertinent
experimental data are given in Table 3-4, which is largely self --
explanatory. In this table, emax and FTmin give cie maximum
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and minimum angles at which data were observed. in some
instances the authors have integrated the differential elastic curve
to obtain the elastic cro; s section. In order to do this the data
must be extrapolated to 0 0 and 180 0. A relatively large error is
possible in this process.
3.5.3 Non-Elastic Cross Sections
Non-elastic cross sections are usually measured in a "Door
geometry" experiment when the elastic scattering is predominant
in the forward hemisphere. Sphere transmission techniques are
also available for lower bombarding energies. Both techniques ar-
often difficult to apply in practical cases so that the data are not so
prolific as total cross section measurements. Representative data
are given in Table 3-5 and are plotted in Figures 3-10 and 3-11.
The smooth dependence on mass number, except at energies below
100 Mev, is significant. Flirthermcre, cross sections change very
little at bombarding energies above 200 Mev. Recent measure-
ments in the neighborhood of 25 Bevt 118) found non-elastic cross
sections almost identical to those at 1 . 4 Bev. These data suggest
that the number K in Equation 3-6 may be considered a constant of
nuclear matter at L-ese bombarding energies, at least for the
accuracy of present secondary ;production calculations. Fudiermore,
there is apparel tly no significant difference between neutron and
'rotors cross sections
 at the high energy range. For neutrons less
than 100 Mev, additional non-elastic cross sections may be found
in BNL 325(H12},
3. 5.4 Other Cross Sections
Of particular interest to sL ,^ondary particle analysis are the
details of noa-elastic collisions. Reactions of the ty pe (p, xp' + yn),
where x and y are integers, can be measured by radiochemical
techniques, A reviei^, by Millet° and Hudis (M9) summarizes the
ea.:ller work in this field. The number of reactior, products for a
given bombarding energy and target nuc=eus can be quite large, as
is exempli`ied in a recent paper by Rudstam, et al (R8) on the
so-calic-d spallation of copper by h i gh energy protons. Radio-
chemical techniques do not ;-ield information as to the energy and
angular disti •ibution of reaction products,
84
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A few measurerr_^ As of the energy distribution of reaction products
have been performed. In these instances measure: nents have been
made of d2 0-/d4ldE as a function of energy of the secondary
particle and as a function of angle of observation. References to
some of these measurements are given in Table 3-6. A typical
spectrum of protons from inelastic scattering of 95 Mev protons
incident on carbon is given in Figure 3-12. 11 number of fluctuations
which, correspond to energy levels of the target nucleus can be
observed in the spect"ral intensity. The magni l-ude of these _fluctua-
tions decreases as the mass ri,,mber of the target is increased and
as the bombarding energy is increased. Tht	 ple structural
models of Section 3. 3 are incapable of predicting the details which,
are observed. Tyren and co-wc- kers(T3 throrf7h T7) integrated
the intensity under the peaks observed ?t energy levels corre^-
ponding to 4.3 and 9.6 biev excited in carbon ry 182 Mev protons
to obtain cross sections for excitations of 5.3 and 2.4 millibarns
respectively.
The total inelastic cross sectiono of :;arbon at this bombarding
energy is 200 millibarns according to Figure 3-11. Thus the
effects of the. peak:: are oily a few percent of the total. Toren and
Maris(T4, T5, T6, T7) have observed that for 185 Mev protons the
angular distributior, of secondaries depends on the energ y of the
secondaries; that is to say, the spectra depead, on the angle of
observation. For some energies of the inelastically scattered
protons a dip in the forward direction was observed together with
peaks at, say, 201 in the laboratory system.
A particular type of nucleon-nucltius (_p, 2p) interaction has been
named "quasi-elastic s cattering". Two spectrortPt_ers in
coincidence are used for the measurements, and the distribution
in cnergj and angle of coincident protons is observed. From these
measurements, the energy distribution in the nucleus of the
,,.ucleons participating in direct interactions is inferred. if a target
nucl:;on is at rest, a nucleon-nucleon collision results i n two
moving nucleons with coplanar trajectories at 90 degrees to each
other. The sum of the energies of the two nucleons is equal to the
bombarding energy. A distribution of inotion ox target nucleons,
such as those within a nucleus, will result in a distribution in
summed energy and in angle of the resultant: nucleons. Measurements
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of quasi-elastic scattering are stunimarized in Table 3-7. The
general results indicate that oniy nucleons at the surface part:ci--
pats in quasi-elastic scattering at bombarding energies below
50 Me?, but that the entire nuclear volume participates in these
reactions at bombarding energies in the neighborhood of 200 Mev.
The energy level structure of the target nucleus affects the distri-
bution but probably net enough to perturb secondary production
calculations based on an en^!rgy continuum.
3.6 PONS AND PION REACTIONS
Pions, or pi mesons, are produced in nucleon-nucleon collisions
at bombarding energies above 290 Mev. For nucleons bound in a
nucleus, the threshold is somewhat lower due to internal motion
within the nucleus. Thus, some pion production is to be expected
at bombarding energies of interest to space shielding.
Both the stopping power and the range of non-relativistic charged
pions are anproximateiy equal to thf^se of protons of energy
mp/m.yr (= 6.7) times the pion energy. Thus, for example, a one
Mev charged pion has the range and stopping power of 6.7 Mev
proton. The time required to stop a nion in slid materials is
short compared to its mean life. Upon stopping, negative pions
form "mesic atoms" with the emission of quasi-optical photon
radiation of up to 5 Mev for Z = 92. Calculations of this radiation
are complicated by the fact that some particle orbits lie within
the nucleus. Marshak (M5) discusses the slowing down of pions
and the energy leveis of mesic atoms.
The mean life of the neutral pion is 2 x 10` 16 seconds, and it
decays into two gamma rays each with an energy equal to half the
rest niass (68 Mev) augmented by the kinetic energy of the pion.
High energy gamma ray phenomena have been discussed extensively
by Rossi(R6). Charged pions decay hito muons and neutrinos. The
muons, having the same order of magnitude of mass as the pions;
will have similar ionization properties, but they do not interact
strongly with nuclei. The mean lifetime for the charged pion decal-
process is 2.5 x 10 -5 seconds in the frame of reference in which the
2
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pion is at rest. A charged pion of Mi netic energy, T, will travel a
distance of
L = speed x mean life = 7.5 x 102 1(1	 o )	 l+ T/mc22 _ 1/2 cm
ir.. one mean life. The Einstein time dilation has been included in
the equation.
For low kinetic energies (T < < mc2)
L =	
2 1J22.S x 10 T 	(Mev) cm
Thus, only very low energy charged pions will decay appreciably
within the distance of two meters.
At low bombarding energies, pions interact with nucleons in the
following typical' reactions:
+p-^ 7r +gT
	
	 (elastic scattering)
V +per 7r +p
+o
II	
V +r,— V +p
UIr +p — it +n
V +n-^ 7+p
III
r. +p
	 Y+n
(charge exchange)
(radiative capture)
z
1
^	 si
At higher bombarding energies, other reactions occur which
result in the production of strange particles or more than one pica.
Some of these reactions proceed by the production of -!xcremely
short-lived particles (<10 -2G sec) which decay into two or three
pi mesons. These particles have been variously called rho.
cniei;s, and eta me;..ons, and 0 Ly are of intense interest in basic
physics but of little «`.crest for applied calculations where gross
meson prods :,.ion is ;roperly considered.
Plots of the total pion-nucleon cross section for both positive and
negatii-e mesons are given in Figures 3-13 and 3-14. it is evident
Viat a number of resonances occur. The first. in the neighborhood
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of 190 Mev, has been extansively discussed in the book b y
 Bethe
and de Haffman(139).
It will be observed that the ?r--p cross section is almost exacay
one third the. 7+ --p cross : ection at this resonance. For the
negative pions, the ratios )f elastic sc ittering to charge exchange
scattering to radiative capture are 9:1:2. Only elastic scattering
Is allowed for the positive pions; the angular distribution of the
elastic scattering in the center-of-mass system is of the form
1 + 3 cost 8. At other than the first resonance, the angular dis-
tribution is more complex and the interaction cross sections do
not have such simple ratios. Considerations of charge symmetry
and of charge independence of nuclear forces imply that the roles
of positive and negative pions are rev, rsed when neutr _-ns are
the target particles. ror example, the cross sections for positive
and negative pions are the same for deuteurium targets.
The measurement of pion-nucleon cross sections and of the ene., gy
and angular distribution of reaction products is an active field at
present; the literature is correspondingly prolific and "transient"
in the sense of improved values h::ng generated. Earlier data
are discussed in the book by Bethe and de Hoffman (B9). A recent
issue of Review of Modern Physics is devoted largely to pion data.
When a pion interacts with a nucleus, considerations similar to
those concerning nucleon-nucleus collisions result. In particular,
optical mode' potentials have beer. derived and Monte Carlo calcu-
lations for high energy intra-nuclear cascades have been
performed. In general, cross sections are of the same order of
magnitude as those for incident nuoleons, but there are differences
in detail. y review article by Lindenbauin (U)gives additional
ipformation.
* Review of Modern Physics 33, July 1961.
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4.0 RADIATION PENETRATION CODES
4.1 ELECTRON BR.EMSSTRAHLUNG
The trapped radiation belts giraling the earth contain electrons
whose origins probably include the decay of neutrons from cosmic
ray interactions and, possibly, injection along the solar magnetic
lines.. The belts are generally subdivided into an inner and an
outer belt, The mapping of these belts is in a preliminary stage
so that approximate Max contours must be relied on at present for
radiation studies. The energy spectrum of electrons in both belts,
as inferred from measurements aL low altitudes, is given in
NR-140(9) * , page 1()8. The spectrum of the outer belt hac been
revised as a result of measurements bg instruments aboard
Explo:- ar X11111
The revised ow'e ° be:*. enei ;y spectrum gives considerably more
importance to higher energies than do previous estimate:. The
integral energy flux ab Xe 40 Kev is several orders of magnitude
lower an,i the h gh ene rD7 cut-off is raised from about 1 Mev to
about 5 Mev. A. revised -nte ral spectrum which is consistent with
the Fxplof •er U: d-fa is shown in Figure 4-1.
The calculations (). the electron bremsstr-.dilung dose produced by
the revised spectrum is more difficult, for a number of reason=.
The Lockheed Electron Breiasstrahlung Code ( BC;) presertiy in
-se is designed to treat. electrons which :ire stooped in low z
eiements. A rather conservative model is used in that the elec-
trons are incident perpendiculars.ir
 on the slab and photons generated
by the bremsstrahlung process are assumed to continue straight
ahead along the normal. Electrons are stopped in one layer and
gamma radiation is assumed to be generated at iahe next boundary
and to be attenuated through the followhig layers of material. This
model is valid for low energies because the electrons are stepped
* References are list-^d at end of section.
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in the first few tenths of a gram per square c(,ntim:, ,.er of shield
and the gamma rays are produced in this thin layer. However,
some electrons in the revised spectrum may penetrate five gm,/cm2
of shield, leading to an inc ccuracy because of the relatively large
width of the layers.
This code treats the radiative energy losses as being negligible in
the slowing down process, even tholzgh a small fraction of electrons
lose a large part of their energy in a single c-)llision. This condi-
tion is not met for high energy electrons in heavy elements. For
example, 6.9 Mev electrons in lead l ose haii ;heir energy in radia-
tive collisions. This effect causes an overestimate of photon
production.
The bremsstr ahlung cross section used in the :ode is a Born
approximation given by Formula 3BN ir. a. review article by Koch
und Motz(2I This approximate formula is not desiglied for heave
elements and low electron energies, but ii; is e°.pect A to be
accurate within a factor of two for the worst rases i.. the region of
interest.
The initial specirinn of the secondary photons is given by the code.
It is possible to perform a spectrum weighted dose buildup calcu-
lation with the aid of a table of gamma ray dose buildup factors(.,).
This correction !g as been incorporated into the re; -ii}:. given below.
Despite the approximations of the model, it is instructive to use
it, ?o make preliminary estimates of the bremsstrahlung dose
penetrating a shield. The results should . )e accurate within a
factor of five for shields ranging in thickness from 14 to 50 gin/cm2.
It is probable that the dose estimates are: h:gli due to the straight
ahead nature of the c .lcul?tion.
The trajectory listed in NR-140, page 120, for a typioa!
cii cumluna:- mission was r4analyzed with improved data. T' e
integrated proton and nleetron fluxes are 1.5 x 10 6 p/cni 2 and
4.3 x 10 9 e/cm2 respectively. The energy spectrum of Figure 4-1
is used for both imier and outer belt electrer, , and the Freder.
White spectruni is used for the inner belt protons. Materials
examined include water, carbon, aluminum, iron, cesium, and
tungsten. Shield thicknesses range from 10 gm/cm 2 to 50 gm; cm2.
The results are shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3. In all cases, it is
found that the proton dose, including secondaries, is a factor of
102 to 104 greater than the electron bremsstrahlung dose. It
appears that more elaborate calculations of dose due to electrons
are needed only for shields thinner than 10 gm/cm 2 and for orbiting
missions within the radiation belts.
4.2 PROTON PENETRATION CALCULATIONS
The Lockheed Proton Penetration Code (LPPC) is an IBM-7090
program which calculates primary and secondary doses behind
multistrata slabs due to an incident proton flux. A number of
options are available to treat special cases of interest. Since the
code and inpui; data have been described in a previous report(9),
only a brief description will be given here. New,
 features will be
-l.escribed in more detail.
The code treats protons incident monodirectionally along the shield
normal, or an, isotropic proton flux incident on the shield. The
treatment of the isotropic flux, a newly added fen m,e, is described
in Section_ 4.5.
Four options are Gvailable to describe the ener• y distribution of
the incident flux. Option 1 computes the differential energy spec-
trum from. the power law giver in Equation 4-1. Option 2 computes
the differential anergy speck.rum from an exponential form given ,n
Equation 4-2.
4)(E) = A - E - B 	 4-1
(D(E) ^% A - Exp(-B - E) 	 4-2
A and B are input constants and E is energy. Low energy and high
energy cutoffs may be applied tc spectrum Options 1 and 2.
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FIGURE 4-2 ELECTRON BREMSSTRAHLUNG DO!SE V5 THICKNESS FOR A
TYPICAL TRAJECTORY THROUGH THE VAN ALLEN
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Option 3 reads i table of the different ial energy flax versus energy.
A linear i nterpolation routine automatically computes the flux at
the energy mesh points used in the calculation. Spectrum options
1, 2, and 3 treat a continuous differential energy spectrum.
Option 4 treats a monoenergeti(,. spectrum. Tse monoeneraetic
option, a new feature, is discussed in Section 4. 4.
The code treats a slab shield composed of one to ten homogeneous
strata. Each stratum may contain a single elem—eW or compound,
or may be built from. five or feNve- material's for which data are
available in the library. The library at pri-sett contains da ta for
nine elements (r_', Be. C, N, O, 41, Fe, Cs, «) and several
hydrogenous compounds. Each stratum may be further subdivided
into a Number of layers. The total number of layers in a shield
may be as great  as one hundred.
Each dose component and the t tal dose are computed at zero
thickness and .Aer each ' ayes . This co-nputation, when used in
conjunction with the mettistrata capabilit y n" the code, permits an
est;mation of dose versus de pth in tho receiver material simply by
treating the receiver material as an addi;.onal stratum. Tho cal-
culation is slightly 4r_accurate since the evaporation ne:.iti ons
generated at 9 given layer in the receiver do riot contribute to the
evaporation neutron dose a' layers -ioser to the inc-'dent face.
This error is negligible in nearly s 1 1 cases_
The inpu t proton spectrum may be printed out, if desired. For
the case of proto is inei ,-ko .t along the shield normal, the primary
and cascade nucleon spectra may be output after each laver. The
spectrumn printout option is not rr^ad:. available for the isotropic case
due to the large volume of -ata involved.
"tie code calcwates the spectrum of primz r and cascade racleons
after each !aver by employing a solution to a pair of coupled,
integ_ro-differential equations, represented; by Equstio_is 4-? -nd
4-4.
4DP(E,X)	 d (DP;E,X) • S(E)
— ­a _x  + ZP(E) • (E, X)	 E	 J
+ <Z)PP(E,X) + (DNP(E,X)	 4-3
d N(E , X)
d X	 + ZN(E) • 0N (E, X) (DPN(J' X) + ONN(E, X) 4-4
CDP(E, X) = primary plus secondary proton differential
energy flux. The code actually treats each com-
ponent separately.
^N(F, X) = cascade. neutron flux.
E = energy.
X = Dosition in shield.
^y(E), 4N(E) = inelastic crows section for rrotors (neutrons).
S(E) = LE , proton stopping power.
(D B( F, X) _ :d6uade production term, or particles of type B
produced by particles of type A in the shield
layer.
Solutions to Equations 4-3 and 4-4 are given by Equations 4-5 and
4-6.
^P(E, X + AX) _ (P(E', XI S(E)1 E.^p `y (E')  + y' E '
+ PP(E , X) + NP(E , X)	 4-5
(DN(E, X + AX) = (DN (E, X) Exp1 	 AX1
+ (DPN(E,X) + (DNN(E,X)	 4-6
where AX = la-,(•r v.hick:,css, and E' is defined in terms of the
range, ^(r),
R(E') = R(E) + AX	 4-7
The terms in the exponent of Equation 4-5 are defined in Equation
4-8.
E IP(E
y (E ) = 1 S(Ell) dE"	 4-E0
The production terms, (DAB(E, X), are given in Equations 4-9
through 4-12.
X+AX i CO 	 4-9
1	
IS(ES)
a E is x) • ^ (E } • T (E , E )dE	 dxr P' I	 P I	 PP I S	 IS(E I}
X	 LE'
X+AX 
_a)	 4-10S(ES)1 f ^P (E T , x) • .^`(E I )	 TN P ( E I , EG)dEI S(Ei) dx
X	 E'S
4)PN(E, X + AX)
X+ AX j CG 4-11
J	 I ./ (DP (E I' 
x)	 P(EI)	 TPN (E i' ES )dE I ^ dx
X	 IE	 J
^F, X + DX) =
_	 ANN`
X+ A X CO	 j
/^	 I	 p	 {	
4 J  
,J
^- (EI
	
N I
, x)	 (E ) I T 1^-N (
E
I 
, E 5
	 I
)dE '.L
X	
I E	 • 
Whero	 EI = energy of incident particle suffering an
.nele ,tic collisica at x, X <
_ x <_ X j AX
ES
 = er_r -gy of secondary particle emerging from
inelastic collision
TF1B(F I' ES) — number of secondary particles of type B per
unit energy at ES
 resulting from the inelastic
collision of a particle of type A with energy
EI.
The reduction of the above equations to tractable form is given in
NR-140(9), pagE:s 56-65. ne cascade nucleon sources are distri-
buted realistica llv through the layer. The flex of particles avail-
able for producing inelastic collisions is assumed to be unaffected
by nuclear colLO-inns within the layer. The ftux of cascade parti-
cles generated * ,roughout a layer is also assumed to be unaffected
by nuciear collisions within the layer. These approximations are
vaiiu as the layer thickness is usually only a few percent of an
inelastic mean free path. The effect of energy losses due to
ionization inside the layer is taken into account, both fur proton
initiated reactionE and for cascade protons rrodnc pd In the layer.
Both nuclear attenuation and ic:.izaiion losses of particles incident
on the layer are considered in calculating attenuation within the
layer.
It is assumed that the yield of secondary nucleons is nearly
constant over a range of energies corresponding to slowing down
within the layer. The cascade nucleons are assumed to be emitted
iu +e same d'.rection as the incident particles producing the reac-
tion. F lar-w'^Pr, it is assumed that the r-function can be represented
as the product.
T(ET, E S) = 1, (: I) - s(E S)	 4-13
Equations 4-5 through 4 1S are reduced to a more traceable form
(see NR-140( 9), pages 64-65) before being incorporated into the
code fur the normal incidence, continuous ener gy
 srectruin case.
Modifications of these equations used in the monoenergetic and
isotropic options are giver. in Sections 4. 4 and 4. 5 respectively.
The code proceeds step by step through the shield, calculating the
energy spectrum of the primary and cascade nucleons after each
layer. The energy- mesh may contain_ 250 points divided into four
ranges with constant energy spacing within each range. This
arrangement permits the use of a relatively fine energy mesh at
low energies, where the flux. and stnNp1•_g power vary rapidly.
One of the products of an inelastic nuclear collisions is a highly
excited nucleus. Nucleons and, infrequently, heavier particles
are evaporated as a result of this process, The heavy particles
are ignored due to their rarity and short .range. The protons are
ignored due to their short range and due to the fact that the domi-
nant source is frequently close to the entrance face of the shield.
However, the evaporation neutrons are often quite sigifficart.
The computation of h,3 evaporations neutron source is explained in
1P !'t iwi 4, 3.
Since the code yields the energy distribution of primary and cascade
particles following each laver, it is possible to calculate physical
dose (rad) or dose rate (rad/hr) in receiver material provided that
suitable flux-to-dose conversion factors are available. Although
some work is proceeding in this area, information is not coi.ipletely
adequate of present. For this reason, the code calculates an
approximate lnwer limit and an upper limi t_ on the physical dose
due to primary and cascade n jeleons. The lower limit on proton
dose is obtained by consideri: g ionization and ^comic tix(,itation
energy losses in the deceiver, igriarLng nuclear interactions. The
approximate lower limit on caccad- neutron dose is obtained by
use. of an energy independcpnt flux-to-dote ._ )aversion factor- of
2.5 x 10-5 rad/hr per a/cm2 -	 The upper limit for Qlese doses
is obtained fro g,_ 62±- -^) on the tota_1 --ergy removed from beams
of high enc-..-U protons ai:u neutrons due to interactions in tissue.
These data are thought I- f--^T •m an upper limit on t?^.e volume dose
at the surface of the receiver uue to the, fact that. it is assL:med the
energy removed is deposited locally, whereas some of this eiiergy
actually goes into cascade particles which may penetrate some
distance. zhes ,?^ sorer and upper limits are illustrated in Figure 4-4
for a typical case. Otherwise, ail data presented in this report
represent the lower limit case,,
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4. 3 EVAPORATION NEUTRON DOSE
Protons incident on a material ma- suffer inelastic collisions with
the nuclei. Cascade particles - predominately protons and neutrons -
are immediately knocked out of the nucleus as a result of direct
interactions. The residual nucleus is left in a. highly excited state,
and more particles may be erected in the deexcitation process.
Since these evaporation particles possess relp tively little energy,
the charged particles are stopper? quickly. However, the evapox a-
tion neutrons may penetrate and increase the transmitted dose
substantially.
The energy spectrum of the evaporation neutrons is continuous,
with an upper bound of 10 to 20 Mev. The data available indicate
that tae spectrum peaks below one Mev and re!3umbles the fission
spectrum within experimental error.
The number of evaporation neutrons as a function of shield thickness
is given by Equation 4-14 for protons incident normally on the
shield.
OD
Sevap(X)dX = dX J CDP(E, X) ZP(E)YP(E)dE
0
0C	 4-Y 4
+ dX	 CDNT(E, X) ZN,(E)YN(E)dE
0
where	 Svvap(X) = neutron source density at X (n/gm-sec)
^P1E, X), (D (E, X) = total proton (neutron) differential
energy flux at X (particies,/cm 2-sec-
Mev)
^P(E), I (E) = inelastic cross section for protons
(neutrons) (cml,;gm)
YP(E), YN (E) = evaporation neutrcu yield per
inelastic collision.
For isotropic inciden:;e, an integration over solid angle is neces-
sary in order to compute the evaporation neutron source term.
This is illustrated in Equations 4-37 and 4-38 (Section 4.5). The
monoenerget;c option of the code replaces the total proton flux with
cascade proton flux and adds a term to account for evaporation
neutrons generated by the primary proton beam. The equations
for the continuous spectrum may be used if the total proton flux is
underst-od to contain a contiguous cascade proton flux plus a Dirac
delta function term which, when integrated over energy, yields the
monoenergetic primary illax.
The evaporation neutron dose at X is given by Equation 4-15:
D	 (Icy = f T(X-X')S
	 (X")dX'	 4-15
	
evap	 evap
0
whore T (X-X ; ) is the dose transmission function for neutrons from
a plane isotropic source at X' to the exit surface at X. The source
terrr, Sevap(X`) is calculated at X' = 0 and for each layer.(Formerly, Sevap(0) = 2Sevap(Xl ) Sevap(X2) which led to an
erroneous starting value). Both the transmission function and the
source term are assumed to vary exponentially inside a layer.
Equation 4-15 is then approximated by Equation 4-16. The deriva-
tion is sketched in NR•-140(9), page 86.
m
D 
evap
	
®X,)
va 
	 1	 4-16
m	 rT(X - X.) S	 (X.) - T(X - X. )S	 (X. )1
L m	 evap ?	 m	 z-1 evap 1-1
^ Xi Ini rX - X i )S	 (X .j	 i/T(X - Xi
	
)S	 (Xi=1	 L m
	
evap i'	 M	 -1 evap iA
quantity still to be determined is the dose transmission
function, T(X - X"j. Even witi': t4° as amption that the neutrons
arc emitted isotropically v„±h ? fission spectrum, the dose trans-
missic*i function is not easy to evaluate. Moments method data
are avai!ab l.e for a fcw elements and compounds. However, these
data apply to ar. ipfi.n.ite hom.ogepeaus medium so that material
changes and bourda.r es are not taken_ -t&o account properly.
Boundary effects are important near the entrance face, where the
source terms are largest for flare spectra and hear the exit face,
where the dose is evaluated.
Monte Carlo data are available for a few elements and compounds
but the present data treat neutrons incident on a finite slab or on a
semi-infinite slab which possesses an exit face but no entrance
boundary. These two cases form lower and tipper bounds respec-
tively on the desired transmission_ function. Tt should be noted that
the dose transmission function is represented by T(X - X'). Th'
function will vary with X and X' even fcr constant differences,
X - X'.
In addition, the r—oton penetration code produces a distributed
neutron source in a shield composed of one to ten slabs of arbi-
trary composition. The moments method is not directly applicable
to this situation. It appears that the Alonie Carlo method is the
preferred choice. It may be desirable to utilize a Monte Carlo
code to treat this problem more exactly, Present Lockheed neutron
Monte Carlo codes Treat lip to five lay=s with sources inside the
shield.
It is not feasible to incorporate	 , a Monte Carlo ubroutine into thep
proton penetration code, since the cost in computer time would be
3	 exorbitant. It would l-e far better to use a Monte Carlo code to
generate basic data, and to use this data for neutron transmission.
calculations. This method is described in NR-140( 9), pages 84-90,
for a one material Slab. lit addition to being :imited to the one slab
case:, this -inef.hod requires the user to set up his own dose trans-
mission function table for each material - a laborious process for
homogeneous- shields cwmposed of several raterials. Fox these
reasons, the calculation of evaporation neutron dose transmission
factcrs has been gene.,,alized in the present code.
The method now incorporated is a point kernel approach based
1.ipoii e%perimer^tal removal cross sections for non-hydrogenous
elements and upon a modificati.>n of a thec;retical method for hydro
gen, plus other materials, pr.oposec by Albert and Welton(4)
Ho,Aever, this method breaks down for ;Certain shield configurations;
a
s
empirical inferences based on limite_] experimental data and on
heuristic arguments are Included so that the general trend of the
transmission function will be qualitatively correct,
The evaporation neutron dose transmission function is given by
Equation 4-37.
1
T(X - X` ) = r G( Cos
	
d(cs ®)	 4-17
of
2, 
0
G(X - X', R) represents th-3 -nateriai attenuation kernel. The
form of G for shields without hydrogen is given in Equation 4-18.
The factor of 1/2 in f'- e-q orent is an empirical correction to the
removal gross section which is fairly consistent with experimental
and Monte Carlo results.
G(X - X'. ®) = C l Exp (-^ ^ Si ri)	 4-18
a
where C l = normalizing factor, 8.8G) 0-0 rad/hr per n/cmG' sec
and it obtained froin normalizing to moments method
data and Lid Tank Shielding Facility data..
Si removal cross section for the i th layer (cm2/gm).
ri = slant penetra^.ion distance in the i th layer (g VI/
i = layer number describing layers between X and X'.
The form cf G for shield's with hydrogen distribution, througlYcut is
given in .Equation 4-10.
G(x-x',8)=
r C2	 r 54	 g-19
C`^ F Ili P
i 	 i
8xpI C3 G	 i
	
rii P	 Exp(- 	 S i rid\
	
i
where the new terms are:
C2 = .20
C3=.83
C4 = .;;8
li. = hydrogen density in layer i relative to the
i hydrogen density i. water.
P. = density of the material in lager i (gm/cm3).
z
The intermeiIiate case, where some slabs contain hydrogen and
some do not, creates a special problem. For example, the -
eneri;y spectrum of neutrons emerging from an iron slab immersed
in water is quite different from the spectrum of neutrons in water
alone as is evidenced by the data of Blizzard, Clifford, et al(8).
These data shown an initial ri of the thermal neutron flux behind
an iron slab in the Lid Tank Facility, followed by a rapid drop.
The slope gi adually approaches the value it would have in water
alone. The initial rise is due to two factors. First, inelastic
scattering in iron reduces the energy of a large fraction of neutrons
below one Mev. This low energycomponent is therma-lized by
four to ten inches of water behind the slab. Second, the capture
cross section of iron is higher than that of water, which leads to a
depression of the thermal flux in the neighborhood of the iron slab,
The latter factor is not important to fast neutron dose calculations.
The departure from a water equilibrium spectrum is most severe
directly behind the iron slab. The slope of the thermal flux curve
indicates that equilibrium is reestablished some four to ten inches
behind the iron slab, depeiiding upon slab thickness. The pile-up
of degraded neutrons arising from inelastically scattered but non-
thermalized neutrons leads to ar increased dose directly behind
the slab which is approximated by applying a correction factor of
one-half to the removLl cross section as was explained above,
The code adjusts this correction factor linearly from one-half to one
as the following hydrogenous slab increases from zero to six inches
in thickness.
The methods described above enable the code to treat attenuation
of o: vaporadon neutrons in non-hydrogenous and hydrogenous
shields or in multis-.rata shields of arbitrary composition. Further
experimental and theoretical vio-.k is required to test the validity
}
6
c
__-xV
of Lhe attenuation calculation and to examine the v5riations in
w-aporation neutr^ , spectrum as a function o: atomic number and
bombarding energy.
4.4 'iONOI NERCE 1IC SPECTRUM
The proton penetration code was originally designed to treat a
continuous proton energy spectrum. The spectrum optioi-. has been
extended to treat monoenergetic protorc. This option may be
used to deck against accelerator experiments, to generate
shieiding data for an arbitrary s pectrum, to pin point energy
regions important fur secondary production, and to simplify-
check-out procedures for new code options,
1-c ene Pcnergetic option is exact in the- serise that a true line
spectrum is used for primary protons whine a continuous spectrum
is used for cascade secondaries. The straight-ahead -pproxima-
s assumed and the rather sma'l energ- straggling is not
accounte;-i for.
The equations used in the evKie are substantially tho same as those
derivad in N1,-140 (9) , pages 58-65, with the addit-on ci several
new terms and a redefinition of one symbol. The derivation and
p-tiysical approi_i;nations for a continuous spectrum may be found
i n
 the above repo&. The fin—al
 equations for ` e monoenerge*_ic
case are presented below. Symbols are defin+,d as follows:
(P E, :), (D (E, X) = Number of casca.ie
 protons (neutrcns)t er cmZ-sec -Mev at position X. In the
non-monoener?etic case, the proton term
includes primary protons also.
(Dm (E, X) - Number of moneenergetic primary
protons per cm 2-sec at position X.
E I I Es' E m = Energy of incident. secondary, and
monoenergetic ._ucleons i n Mev.
^(E), I N P = Inelastic cross secti_ms in c^n`!gm
A
^PPtE)dE, (PNP(E)dE = Number of protons per c m 2 -. sec- Mev
produced within inere_nental slab ..hickness,
OX, by inelastic collisions of protons
(neutrons) and having energy i)etween E
and E + dE at point of emergence
X + ® X. (D PN (E)dE and ';DNN(E)dE are
similarly defined.
T (E I, ES) = Number of secondary nucleons of type BAB
	
	 per unit secondary ener*, resulting from
collision of a nucleon of type A wit1-i
energy E11
FAB(El) GAB (F) = 'r (E1' E,,,) for assumed separability of
the secoadary productien function.
R(E) = I'LanB of p obo-' '.a ginjum
S(F. = "".upping power of siab material in
Kiev-cm2,/7m.
E' = Energy of a proton reduced by Boni° , fiat.
loss to energy E in traversing -lab thick-
ness OX.
The equations are then:
R(E ` ) = R(E	 x	 1-20
rn	 rr_
- L^(1; ) Lx
(EX + ,.A X) _
	
(E' . X)--	 t m	 4-'31
m m'	 m m"
R(E') = R(E) + Q X	 4-22
. P(E. X T LAX) = <P(E`,X) S—(E e P	 4-23
+'
PP(E)	 NP(E)
E'
pp = RPP(Et) S(E)	 FPP(ES)dES
E
GPP(E n)
	
E.
+ S(E) EP(Em) m(Em ' X) f FPP(ES)dES
E
00
RPP(E l) = f GPP(EI) (?P(E I , X) 2:P(EI)dEI
E'
_ 1
NP	 S(E,
E'
/ ',.	 R;D(ES)F'vP(ES)dE^	 4-26
E
OD
RNTP(ES) = f GNP(EI) ^N (E I , X) E (E I)dE I	4-27
Ecv
	
- 
Z _(E) AX	 4-28
(DN(E, X+ AX) = (DN(E, X)e N	 + (DPN(E) + (DNN(E)
CDC, /'FN S /r, , r E,
^PN(E) = FP`(E} r P1V^S(E) 
P^LI^ i ra ^P(EI,X)dEi dEI
E	 I	 E
	
i I	 J 4-29
+ F (E)G (E' )	 (E' , X) 2: (E' , X) LAX
PN PN m m rrt	 P m
0D
	
(D.i^T	 N
	
N	 f^V^(E) = AX F _h, (E)	 G . N(EI) 'I'N I(E , X) I h_ I I(E )dF 4-30
E
4-24
4-25
The equations given above are those used for protons inciuent
along the cI :slj normal. The isotropic flux case utilizes similar
equa i mns plus an integration over angle of incidence.
The doses are computed in such a manner that a simple hand
calculation may be used to fold in an arbitrary spectrum. Let:
Dm(E, X) = Dose rate at position, X due to a
monoenergetic beam in rad/hr per
proton at energy E/cm2-sec.
(E) = Differential energy spectrum in p/cm 2
-see-Mev.
^2(E) = Time integrated differential energy
spectrum in p/cm2-Mev.
D1 (X) = Total dose rate at X due to 4) 1 (E) in
rad/hr.
! , (X) = Total time integrated dose at X dL ^ to
(D) _n reds:
Using these definitions, Equatio.,s 4-31 and 4-32 yield the dose
rate and dose respectively for arbitrary proton spectra.
D1(X) 
f 
Dni(E,X) 4F 1 (E)dE	 4-31
0
00
D, (X) ° 3600 jr D n (E, X) ( 2 (E)dE	 4-32
0
Two examples of monoenergetic data arc shown in Figures 4-5 and
4-6. These data are for protons incident normal to a slab of
aluminum. Results are presented for 10 gin/cm 2
 and 20 grn/cm2.
The narrow open peaks are due to the large stopping power of
primary protons u%Iiich are nearly stopped. An abrupt discontinuity
occurs at the energ,r where range is equal to shield 'Lhickr<-ss.
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Figures 4-7 and 4-S were obtained from this data by folding in the
Freden-White (") spectrums according to Equation 4- 31. Figures
4-0 and 4-10 were obtained by folding in a time-integrated flare
spectrum according to Eq+cation 4-32.
Figure 4-10 is especially interesting b6cause it shows that a soft
spectrum may generate enough evaporation neutrons to rival the
primary dose for this thickness of aluminum. The dominant source
is located in the first centimeter or t:vo of aluminum. Also, the
minor peak in the secondary proton spectrum near an incident
energy of 50 Mev is principally 'a tertiary effect. A fraction of
the incident pro'Cons entering with this energy are converted to
neutrons through inelastic collisions. Th y neutrons penetrate part
of the shield with no ionization loss, and a fraction are then con-
verted rack to protons by means of a second inelastic collision. It
should be pointed out, however, that experimental and theoretical
data are rather weak in these areas as regards production terms,
angular distributions, and secondary energy spectra. Properly
designed accelerator experiments could yield a great deal of
interesting information on secondaries produced in shields by soft
flare spectra. This point acquires added significance if a crude
RBE of five to ten is assigned to evaporation neutrons. A 1 or 2
gm/cm2
 layer of a different material on the outside surface might
materially r3duce this component.
4.5 ISOTROPIC FLUX
The proton penetration code has been modified to include an option
which calculates dose angular distributions behind a slab shield
due to a plane isotropic incident flux. The isotropic option also
calculates doses at the center of a spherical shield. The primary
and cascade nucleons are assumed to continue straight ahead while
the evaporation neutrons are assumed to be emitted isotropically.
The straight ahead assumption is conservative for protons incident
normally on a slab but it may cause either an overestimate or an
underestimate of the dose for isotropic flux. It is easy to under-
stand the possibility of an underestimate, as charged particles
which are deviated towards the normal have a chance of escaping
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the slab in those cases where the straight ahead path would nc
permit particles to escape. However:, an overestimate is also
possible due to the variation of stopping power with energy for
charged particles. A proton proceeding straight ahead mig.it escape
with relatively low energy and high stopping power while a proton
deflected towardb the normal would emerge with higher energy and
lower stopping power. The dose at the slab surface is gs oportional
to stopping power. A proton which deviates from the ncrmal might
emerge with a large stopping ?^^ "°„, t::^:5 partially compensating
for shorter path lengths, but it is also possible th .t the slant:
thickn;;ss may exceed the range of the proton, thus Inc ,-easing the
extent of the overestimate of the doee. The above discussion is
somewhat academic since there arr r_ot enoagh data on cascade
angular and energy distributions to permit proper exploration.
The isotropic option has been coded in such a way that the above
effects may be invc 3tigated when dara become 4tvailable.
The sot_ opic option is compatible with most of the other features
of the code. For example, the input Bata for the energy spectrum
may be in the form o; a power law, or exponential law, or may be
tabular, or monoenergetic. However, an instr-iction to print out
the spectrurn As a function of angle, thi6t-mess and energy. is ignored
sirice his would produce a huge quantity of data.
One aspect of the compatibility r ega:remerit is midly inconvenient.
The code is designed to treat plane shields composed of one to ten
strata with arbitrary composition, 	 Each. stratum may be farther
subdivided into layers.
	
Doses are calculated after each layer. 	 :f
the shield is homoge.leous, the dose ma y be taken along the normal
for large thickness, and a transformation applied to obtain the
"t` dose as a function of polar angle after ea.:h layer as shown in
_ Section 4. 6.
	
T!,is rn?thod IF nc• t va l id for multistrata shields as the
stopping power an6	 r:cnndary producti.on rate change abruptly when
a new material is entercd.
	
The position of the br tak depends upon
the angle of incidence. 	 Rader than treat the two cases in a dif-
ferent manner, it was decided to teat them in the same manne:'.
This choice also permits ti . ,,ddition of a non-straight abe?d
secondary production a:zd sca terinr; option when su i table dau;.
become available.
The , is. t,-ic flux option of the code proceeds in a rather straight-
forward manner to calculate particle fluxes, doses, anti evaporation
Firm sc:rcp. terms after each laver for each of ten angles of
irci0eiic€1 These quantities are then integrates over the hemi-
sphem. Thus the calculation uses the same methods that are used
in it---	 incident flux option except for normalizing factors
and	 integration over solid angle, These features will be
illusir<}mil briefly.
Gonsi('^er "isotropic :lux 4)2(E) p/cmZ-sec-Mev. Then the
azeni.ar Qu.i is given by Equatii 4-33.
(E,,
	 (E) 1;/ crn2-sec- ?^Iev- ster	 x- 33Y^ z
The numoer of protons entering K smar plan--area, dP., in dS2 at
angl-- 8 is
N(2) = <P, (E, R) cas 8 dA da p/',,,ec-Mev	 4. 34
1.
Mtegration over the hemisphere on one side of dui indicates that
1.."4 ICP2(E) is the scaiai ,°urrent entering the plane surface, as is
expem-ed, A minor change in notation will be made to simplify
this iliustratien, i at is, (D1 (E, fl) will be replaced by 4)1 (X, E, 8)
where X is the perpen^ ° .ular distance thi ough the shield in gm/cm2
and 8 is the ar_gle between the incident pro`or, and the normal to the
shield, The num er of protons entering one square centimeter per
second at ar. angle 8 in d-R is then
(1 (Q , E, 0) cos 8 da`l
This current is attenuated trroug i a slant thi^kness X1co,-, 0 and
cascade seconda y
 ies are produced in the same way as in the
norm2lly incident flux option (see NR 14Q), The dose due to
primary protons at X is then
1 Lr^„ )
Lose ^X) = 21r	
cos	
d(cos Q)	 4-35
1
U
lib,
where
aD
D(X, 9) = K J S(E) 1 (X, E, e) cos a dE	 4-36
0
and K	
rod/hr
= dose conversion actor
	2Mev/cm -see
S,E) = receiver stopping power Men
gm/cm 2
The cos e factors in Equations 4-35 and 4-36 cancel. Cascade
proton and neutron doses are computed in a simlla: fa_,hion.
The evaporation neutron source terms are calculated as Follows.
Consider a flux of protons or neutrons incident at an angle a on
a lamina dX gm/cn-,2 thick at X as shown in Figure 4-11.
dX
FIGURE 4-11 GEOMFTK.Y OF EVAPORATION NEUTRON
SOURCE CALCULATION
The number s): ,:articles per second penetrating one square
centimeter at X is I (X, E, 6) cos a protons and ^D 1 (X, E, e
cos e cascade neutrons. The number of evaporation neutrons
generated per unit a_-ea in dX is:
i
"c.
(0N tvap(X ' 8) dX = cods !^ f C1 (X, E, 8) cos 8 1 (E)YP(E) dE
0
4-37
VN
+ cods 8 J (1 (X, E, 6) cos 8 ^N(E)YN(E)dE
0
where N
evap (X, 8) dX = number of evaporation neutrons in
neutrons/gm-sec emitted isotropically
from volume 1 • dX at X due to total
proton flux	 (X, E, 6) and cascade
neutron flux ^N (X, E, 8).
2 (E) = inelastic cross section cm2/gm
for particles of type A.
YA(E) = number of neutrons produced per inelastic
collision, for particles of type A.
The total number of neutrons is:
1
"evap (-X)dX = 27r dX I Nevap (X. 8)d(cos 8)	 4-33
0
The evaporation neutron dose is given by:
X
Devap (X) = i T(X - X') Sevap(X')d^C' 	 4-33
0
.vhere T (X - X') = dose transirission factor, L e. , dose rate at X
due to a unit plane isotropic source at X'
g	 (rad/hr pei n/cm2-sec).
The computation of dose transmission factors is described in
Section 4.3.
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Caution should be used in running the isotropic option in
combination with the monoenergetic option. If the shield thickness
is less than the range of the primary protons, but some of the slant
thicknesses are greater than the range, the situation depicted in
Figure 4-12 will arise. The solid curve represents the true
angular dose and the dotted curve delineates the curve which the
code integrates.
I
1.0	 0
cos 8
FIGURE 4-12 RELATIVE ANGULAR DOSE EMERGING FROM
SHIELD THICKNESS X VERSUS COS © FOR
MONOENERGETIC ISOTROPIC FLUX
The troubles arise because the numerical integration is performed
at fixed intervals over a function which peaks sharply due to the
Bragg effect. This difficulty is not serious in an integration over
a continuous spectrum because most of the ionization Bose comes
from higher energy particles and sharp peaks in the angular dose
curve do not occur.
4.6 USE OF LPPC RESULTS
The proton penetration code treats the problem of protons and their
associated secondaries, tertiarties, etc. , which penetrate a
rather simple shield geometry, i.e., a finite planar shield of
infinite extent. The question arises as to how these data maybe
applied to a more realistic configuration. This section explains
the model upon which the calculation is based for conversion from
slab to spherical geometries, and appropriate ways to utilize the
results.
At present, LPPC considers four radiation components; primary
protons, secondary protons, cascade neutrons, and evaporation
neutrons. The first three compnnents are treated according to a
straight ahead approximation so that emergent dose angular dis-
tributions may be calcuiaxed. The fourth component, evaporation
neutrons, are assumed to leave the excited nucleus isotropically.
The emergent angular distribution of the evaperation neutrons is
a comply fuction of source distribution, slab thickness, and
neutron cross sections of the shield material. For an infinite
plane source, the flux angular distribution will to proportional
to Z/N. where µ is the cosine of the angle between the neutron path
and the shield normal. Slabs of finite thickness remove the dis-
contim—y nt p = 0, and the angular distribution may a pproach an
isotronic or cos 8 form. Since sufficient data are not presently
available, it is preferred that simple forms be used to represent
this function; perhaps isotropic for relatively thin shields and a
cosine function for thick shields. The straight ahead components
and the evaporation neutrons will be discussed separately.
For the mcment, consider the primary and cascade components
only.
Let 1 (E 1	 angular flux, p/cm2-sec-Mev-ster in the
direction
CI) 2 (E) = isotropic flux, p/cm2-sec-Mev
D1 Q,X^ = angular- dose rate at X, rad/hr-ster, due to
(1 (E, SI) for all E
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D2 (X) = dose rate at the center of a spherical shell of
thickness X and radius R due to an isotropic flux
(D 2(E) in rad/hr.
µ = cosine of the angle a between 11 and shield
normal.
Then
(P2(E) _ j (P1 (E, Sl)d l = 47r (D1 (E, SI)	 4-40
Consider the proton angular flux, (D1 (E, R) in dSI, incident on a
slab shield as shown in Figure 4-13. A primary and cascade dose
labeled Dl (Sl , X) emerges on the other side.
(D 1 (E, R)dSl -	 Dl	 X)dS1
FIGURE 4-13 PLANE GEOMETRY DOSE
The code is eminently suited to treat the case shown in Figure
4-13.
Next, consider a spherical shell embedded in an isotropic flux with
the receiver located at the center as shown in Figure 4-14. The
thickness, X, must be much smaller than the radius, if doses are
to be computed at points other than at the center. The angular
flux incident normal to the surface along a radius at P delivers a
dcsn to the receiver. If S1 does not point towards the center, as
at P', no straight ahead dose reaches the receiver. Integrating,
wi
4)1 (E, n = 1)dSl
D1(St =
r,	
^^ # 1)daf,
D2 ^X) = J D1(^ = 1, X)dl
Z	 4-41
= 47r Dl	 1, X)
where D2(X) is the straihht ahead dose component at the center of a
spherical shell shield due to an isotropic flux (N(E). The dose is
not ermstant within the sphere unless the emergent angular distri-
bution, D (SZ X), is isotropic. Standard methods availpble in the
literature( 6) may be n.sed to show that, in this idealized situation,
the wall dose is one half the center dose if D i (Q , X) has a cosine
distribution; and one- third of the canter dose, if Dl(SI, X) has a
cosine squared di:it. , ibution.
X
FIGURE 4-14 SPHERICAL GEOMETRY DOSE
The dose components labeled Primary Protons, Secondary Protons,
and Cascade Neutrons in Appendix 11 are computed accordiaig to
Equation 4-41. That is, they represent doses at the center of a
spherical shell embedded in an isotropic proton flax 4)2(E). The
dose component labeled Evaporation Neutrons is also converted to
a spherical geometry as will be explained later.
The spherical geometry doses Lay be used for approximate dose
ealculatiops and parametric surveys. More exact calculations in
realistic geometries require the function D 1 (R , X) versus ft, the
cosine of the angle between the direction ,2 and the shield normal.
There are several ways of obtaining this function. The method
suggested in this report is as follows. FirSL, sum the three
straight ahead components. Divide this quantity by 47r to .obtain
D1 (1, X) where the first argument implies that value of SI for which
µ is one. The following polynomial is then used to define the
dose angular distribution.
Dl (/^ , X) = Dl (1, X) [ a + bµ+ c/I Lj	 4-42
or, more simply
D_ (X)
D
1 
( ft, X)	
47r 
1a + bft +oft 21	 4-43
The quantity, D2(X), is given by the sum of primary and cascade
components on the graphs in Appendix II. The parameters (a, b, c)
are obtained from a least squares fit to the proton penetration
code results. A table of these values is given in Appendix I.
Some caption should be taken when Equations 4-42 or 4-43 are
used. In certain cases, the polynomial becomes negative. This
anomaly may occur for those values of fc where DI (42, X) is
several orders of magnitude below D(1, X). The dose may be set
Lo zero in this instance or extrapolated to zero at fL = 0 in an
appropriate way.
The simple formalism developed above is convenient but is not
unique. For example, Equation 4-42 might be expressed in the
form of Equation 4-44.
Dl ( ft, X) = Dl (1, X/N )
	 4-44
i The form of Equation 4-i4 may serve multiple purposes. For a
simple slab, it may be used to find the angular distribution of the
straight ahead dose components for an isotropic flux using data
(
9
from a normal incidence case. Conversely, the angular
distribution mwy be used to extend the data to greater thickness.
The evaporation neutron dose component is treated in a aligbtly
different way. The volume distribution of sources depends upon
the incident flux angular distribution in a way similar to that of
cas-lode nucleons. However, the isotropic nature of the source
complicates the situation. The additional notation necessary is
defined below.
D f 0,X)  = evaporation neutron angular dose rate at X in rad/hr
due to isotropic flux (D2(E) incident on a plum: slab.
Note the difference in flux specification for this
quantity from that of D1 (91 , X) above.
D'i7f) evaporation neutron dose rate in rad/h,c at thi center
of a spherical shell shield of thickness X due to an
isotropic flux (D,,
,
 (E).
D'3(X) = evaporation neutron dose rate in rad/hr at the exit face
of a slab shield due to .a (half i isoti opic proton flux
incident on the entrance face.
Consider an isotropic flux tD2(E) incident on one side of a plane
slab shield as in Figure 4-15. The code calculates th3 dose
emerging from the other side Dh(X). Assume this dose is emitted
with a cosine distribution.
X
2(E)
i
FIGURE 4-15 PLANE GEOMETRY EVAPORATION NEUTRON DOSE
1f6
Then:
DI (X) = J Di(fi, X)dfi	 4-45
R/2
where
Di (R . X) _ ^ rt 	 4- 46
D I (X) = N	 ftdSZ = N
3	 7r a/
or
D'X3 )DI	 X) _
	 f{ 4-47
E
i The dose D2(X) at the center of a spherical shell shield is:
D2(X) = J Iii(l,X)dSl
1
D2(X) = 27r D3 (X) 17 ej.
9
-1
4
D2(X) = 4D3(X)	 4-48
D2(X), _the evuperation neutron dose at the center of a spherical
shell shield due to an isotropic incident flux of protons, is the
quantity presented in Appendix II.
f
The data presented may be converted to the dose emerging from a
plane slab due to an isotropic flux incident on the other side by
means of Equation 4-49.
D;(X)
Di Q, X) _ 4	 4-49
A distinction ext-, s rrtwaen the Dl function of the straight ahead
component and the DI fun_ctioT of the evaporation rneutron component.
D1(II,X)dSI I s due to the angalar flux (D1 (E, D)dil while
D,'(R,X)dn is due to an isotropic flux incident on one side of a
plane shield.
A complex geometry shield may be treated by representing the
configuration with a polyliedron mace tip cf shall plane slabs.
The dose at an insid:- point may tl?er be computed by incorporating
the results of Equations 4-43 and 4•-49 plus data in Appendix I into
an appropriate integration over the surface.
A major uncertainty in tz:e est-A=tion of space radiation doses is
due to lack of knowledge concerning space radiation source p . The
results presented in Appendix 11 for solar flares should be regarded
as tentative, but conservative values. in the case of the 10 May
1959 flare, the spectrum measured at 33 fours after onset was
extrapolated ba--k to one hour according to a t -2 law. The actual
spectrum and intensity viriatiors during the early part of the flare
are. unknown. It is probable that flare particles arrived in the
vicinity of the Girth five hours after onset and reached a maximum:
approximately sever.'hours j^-, ter. 1n the case of the 23 February
1£56 flare, Die prompt spectrum at one hour after onset was
assumed to decay according to a t' 2 law also. The spectrum
measured eighteen hours later was much softer. Botts spectra,
when extrapolated according to t -2 ; _yield approximately the same
dose behs»d five to ter, gm/cm 2 of shielding. The prompt spectrum
was used for data prese..-_ted i~ Appendix H,
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CO;vCLtiSION,
5.1 RADIATION SOURCES
DRta on radiation sources in the trapped natural radiation zones
are being supplemented by continuing satellite and rocket probes.
Flux maps are available which are probably accurate within a
factor of three for high thrust escape trajectories. Improved
mapping supplemented by analysis of particle motion within the
earth's magnetic field, should yield results sufficiently accurate
for most shielding calculal-ions. However, information c a Spec-
tral and temporal variations is rather sparse. Very little data
have been published as vet on the new eiectron belt produced by
high altitude nuclear weapon bursts.
Solar flares appear to offer the major space radiation hazard for
missions outside the geomagnetic field. At present it appears that
the hazard from frequent sma!1 flares is less than from cosmic
rays (about 20 gem/yTr). Gigantic flares, however. may produce
T	 doses of thousands of rem behind thin shields. A recent estimate
-	 of the time and spectral history of gigantic: flares yield_ doses of
a	
4000 rads, 700 rads, arid 300 rads behin alurn 4-urn shields of
?. gm/cr*_121. 3 gm//cm2 , and 5 gm/cm2 resnecti4ei3r. Ante this
estimate yields doses generally lower than the ti Z mod-^i (see
Appendix II') , the doses are still seriously large.
the incidence of gigantic flares has not been observed long enough
to obtain good statistics. Spar-se data indicate that these flares
are iikeiy to occur oa the rising and falling portion of the sunspot
cycle. It Nyould be helpful in prediction studies i1 flares could be
correlated with some feature of the Babcock m.-jel.
5.2 BADV< TION TRANSPORT
The proton shielding code developed during prt --ions studies has
vecn e,-.tended _o ti eat isotropic fluxes as well as =nonod rectional
161
fluxes and monoenergetiLe spectra as well as contimious spectre.
Shield geometries include plane slab shields and spherical shell
shields. Angular distributions of the primary and cascade
secondary doses are calculated using the straight ahead approxi-
mation for cascade nucleon production. Multistrata shields may
also be analyzed.
Secondary radiations include cascade neutrons, cr scade protons,
and evaporatior_ neutrons. The code will probably be extended to
estimate gamma ray production in certain elements in the ne-sr
future. Pion and muon prcdui; ion appears to be small for shields
less than 100 gm/cm2 thick.
The cascade nucleon production and spectral data are taken from
the work of Metropolis, et al. This Monte Carlo calculation was
performed for aluminum and heavier elements in the energy range
82 to 1840 Mev. Extrapolations to iower energies and lie-ter
elements may be somewhat risky. It would be desirable to check
the calculation against experimental data. unfortunately, the field
of nucleon-nucleus cross section measurements has been rather
quiet for the past seven years and few s ystematic studies are
available.
Analysis of elec tron bremsstrahlung produced by electrons in the
natural _- Jo3tion belts show that this component is small compared
to the prL..;n dose for escape missions. However, the electrons
resulting from nuclear weapon bursts may possess energies of
seven blev cr higher. 'Thus, p^.netratirg electrons may be important
for think, shielded vehic les. It woiud he desirable to develop
transport methods fo electrons in this energy range.
162
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APPENDIX I
DOSE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
'rite foii ., .ag tables present least squares fits to the sur_a of primary
proton dose, secondary proton dose, and cascade neutron dose as
a fuuctiG-a of emergent angle for isotropic flux incident on a plane
slab shield. The functional form is a second degree polynomial in
fL , the cc-Ane of the angle between the emergent dose and the slat;
normal. Nurmaiizing factors are given in Section 4.6, EcT acion4-43.
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APPENDIX III
CSOURCE	 GENERATES SOURCE TERM PACKAGE FOR LPPC
DIMENSIOtiH(!2i.FEI(5Z)9Elt50)9A(49,,)Bt49)tFEJ(250)9
181.!49)sL(10)tFI(250!?R(50)sPIR(50)gE(250)tE'L(50)9
__2F I A f_250 
to 
> F I T (250) ip EJ - (250)tAL(4
- 9 - 
I*FEIL( - 
5 - 
01 Ku (3
CALLTAPE( 3qI_Nv!0T9IPH)
C1=1876 . /2 .
C2=Cl**2
2	 READINPUTTA-P.E.IN9,'L-0009H
C
C	 IPTicls INTEGRAL RIGIDITY SPECTRUM,
C	 I'PT=29 INTEGRAL ENERGY SPECTRUP
C	 z7PTz3t D'FFERENTIAL RIGIDITY SPECTRUMe
C	 IPT=49 RIGIDITY POWER LAW
C	 IPT=5*IN'EG"jkL E14ERGY POWER LAW
_ReA	 A	 1.0
 
0 2, __ tti; s I P I
GO TO (109 Ilt 14* 1009 103;; IPT
R-E A D I N PUTT APE-1 N 9 10 0 1 t I R 	 -9 1 1 9 N E
D0121=19NEI
12	 E I i	 SOR T F ( R f 1 - 	%+ L 21—Cl
GOT013
a	 Il0l * (El(l)9I=lvNFI)11	 READINPUTTAPEIN^.Lv
13	 READINPUTTAPEIN-ticol*(TE (1),I=I*NEI)
GOT
-
0 1
- 5.
14	 READINPUTTAPEIN910O1s(R(ligiz1*NEI)
REAriINPLITTAPEIN910019(PIR(I)ti-'-tNt-4')
D0161=10EI
FEJt 1)=PIF,(I)*SQRTF(R(11**2+C2)/R(-I-)
16	 Ej(l)=SQRTF(R(l)**2+C2)—C!
NEJ=NE
C-OT016
100 READ INPUT TAP-L INt 1001 9 AA * 869
DO 101 I=lvNEI
!
-
OIL
DO 1 11 2 1=19NEI
102	 c-'&tii=bQRTF(R-(-!-)**2+C2.-)—C,1	 -------
GO TO 15
10S READ NP­ `P' 'No 1001 t AAs LBB9 (El(l)q I=l*MEI)
D 0 104 1=1*NEI
104	 FFl,, I)-(AA*EI(I)**f-9B))
CQNT._l_NU. _E__
Fcj 300 1=19NET
EIL(l)=LOGF(EI(l)
6F!	 1	 1;)FEIL(I)=LO
300 CONTINUE
RE ADINOUT1A t'EINt 1001sEMAX9EMIN9EB1 sE62rEB3 e DEL 19DEL29
1DEL3tDEL4
 
1101T- - 0 - - ------ -- -- -	 - - - ----- -
EJ(i`=EMIN
J=2
20C IF(FJ(J-1)-EBi)2v592G6s2C1	
—	
-
201	 1F(EJ(J-1)-c82)206s2079202
02	 Ii IE.,'{J-1)-EE3 l 207920&+ 9203	 --
_20 3 IF (EJ(J-:)-c-.4AX)2089204s20 4
204 NEJ=J-1
GOT 0210
205 EJ%J)=EJlJ-1)+UEL1--
GOT0209
IF(S-N:,E LIGHT 2 )3C6i3 07
-T7--00 N i : N U E'- -- - -- - ---	 — - --
SENSE LIGHT 2
- 
-KO(1)=J
—3')-6-- CONTI NUE
GGTO209
207	 EJfJ)=EJ{ J-- ?) 4-DEL3
-	 --IF(SEl^iSE LIGHi 3)3 c.?8 ► 309 ----- 	--	 -----'----
309 CONTINUE
SENSE LIGHT.3
KD(2)=J
308 CONTINUE
GO 0 c "" `^ - —
	
-- --- — --	
--- -- -- --	 -- - —
2^8 EJ(J)-EJtJ- i)+DEL4it (SE^JSE LIGHT 4)310 ^31i
311	 C'ONTrtii;E
SENSE ' LIGHT 4
- 
-KD(3)=J
310 CONTINUE
2C9 J-=J+1
_ IF(J--250)20092009204
<I0 CONTINUE
00 301 J= 1 9NE-1
E(J)=LOCF(E.(J))
L ( 3 ? = X L.0 C F ( F E ; L (1)-_--
^(5) = 1	
-
i
z
FiT( J ) =TABF(E( J) tL.tl
l^ L( 8^_--'_______----_
e
^
6Q	 TO	 (3129313)91	 -
_C0-NT.l
-____'_--
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE XOT91008
1008 FORMAT(l6HlTA8 FAIL _F[ T(J))___^_____
^ CALL EXIT
312-_^CON7lNV^-_
^ C
` FIA(J)=EXPF(FlT(J))
-[{^0^l0^^ - -__'--_	 --	 _----_---_--------_-_'--__
^ C
-_- ' /^^LC- 'FIRST -PQlN^.
` D^=E(1)-E(2)
fl)/-FLI-(Z)__
^ FEJ(l)z-FlA(%)*DFIT/(EJ(li*DF)
NEJ.N'=NEi-1
^ ^?0 '^/^9 J=2^0^J^---'
^ lF((,)+l)-KU(l))383o3l493l5
4__^CU^][l^^^__'-'___-____--_--_'
DD=DELI
_-- ' [.0 TO ' 320-_---___
, 915 CONTINUE
^ 336 CONTINUE
D 
' uu	 /u 320
^
^
^lT CONTINUE
'
---	 --------'-' -- -	 -
-lFf(J+l?-KlD(3)>`303q3i8'9319	 -------'-- '--------
	
^
^ g%8 CONTINUE
- ^--^---	 ---'	 '--
'
-- --'----	
-----Dn=DEL3
'- ----^-----	 -
319 MN' {NUE
'---------GV-'10-303-'--- --
, ^30	 '--CONTINUE
	
-
--_
A=FIT(J+l)
EE=L0GF(EJ(J)+VD1	
------ -
^	 r -------^-------- 	 -- FIT(J+}) =TABF(EE9L f ll)---- ------ -
Go	 'To	 3u3i
NUE
3031 CCNTINUE
IF(A)32193011-•321
,32 I	 -CONT I RJE -------
FIT(J+1)=A
304 CONTINUE
NEJ=J
DE=E(j-1)- E J!
DFIT=FIT(J-1)-FIT(J)
-----FE,J(-J)=-.FlAi-J-),-*DF-I-T-/(EJ(J)*DE)
C
18	 DO<'4J=1#NEJ
N= NFJ+l-J
4	 FliJ)-TRINTF(XLOCVF(FEJ(J))sXLOCVF(EJ(J))oN;
WrZ!TEOUTPUTTAPEIOT91003vH•IPT
G0 TO (19919s20919 *19)sIPT
19	 'dR I T c-, b7iU-f —Ptj-T--fA7p E flo f ,	 ) 9 FE I ( I)rI = I i NE I
20 WFIT'EOUTPUTTAPElOT9100"1#(EJ(I)tFEJ(I)#Fl(l)tl=19NE•.))
.WRITEOUTPUTTAPEIPHi10069NEJtHt(EJ(I)#FEJ(I)il-19NEJ)
GOT02
1 000  F60MAT(	 6)
1001 FORMAT(8E9*)
1002 FORMAT( 1415)
0 03 FORMAT('1H112A6 s 8 HOPTION =12)
1005 FORMAT(6HOINPUT/6X!HE7X8HINTEGRAL/4IP2E12o4))
100.6 -FORMAT ( 1139 l2-A6/.(-lP6ElO.*-3 ). )-
	
.. --	 - -	 - I-	 -	 - - --	 - ---
1007 FC)RMAT(7HOOUTPUT/6XIhE9X6HPHI(E)4XBHINTEGRAL/(1P3EI204))
